t aking a closer look at a queer studies minor at Colby
By KATE RUSSO
frE WS EDITOR (
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i -Creating a queer studies program at Colby involves looking at
)the ways in which studying queer
Culture would better prepare students for the world outside of
Colby.
V Traditionally seen as a graduate
program, queer studies is now
being widely taught at the undergraduate level.
! \ Currently,Wesleyan is the only
New England Small College
Athletic Conference school to have
a queer .studies major and minor.
Six NESCAC schools have an interdisciplinary major in women's and
'gender studies. Colby has a queer
Studies concentration within,, the
-women's studies major.
• As of now, a majority of the
. lasses being offered that concern
[queer studies are about queer culture in America. To have a solid
program, the minor would have to
expand to include a greater variety
j

I

of courses. " .,, ¦¦;
Those who support the creation
of a queer studies minor believe it
is the next logical progression for
gender studies at Colby and the
recognition of homosexuals in
American culture.
"Queer studies is having an
impact that is not unlike the way

jf¦ ®
ig *The p rogram
would be
imp lemented to
diversify academics
already in p rogress,
so that y oucan get
a j ob when you get
„
out of col*
«p Jp
lege.
— Kyle Manson '05
East Quad president

feminism or " ethnic studies
approached, questioned and transformed many disciplines in the
1970s and - after," Assistant
Professor of American Studies
Margaret McFadden said.
; "In 1965, you could quite
respectably teach a U.S. history
course that included no mention of
women and only discussed
African- Americans in the context
of slavery. This is no longer true. I ,
think queer studies will have a .
similar effect over time," she said.
"The program would be implemented to diversif y academics
alread y in progress, so that you
can get a job when you get out of
college. It is a compliment to something else," Kyle Manson '05, pies- \
ident of East Quad and member of
the Academic Affairs Committee,
said.
It is difficult to ascertain who
would want ta obtain a queer studies minor or how many students
would benefit from it.
¦'It would be unfortunate if stu-

££V I think that
bringing an
understandin g of
queer issues to the
community at large
would benef it everybody.
— Jennifer Finney Boylan
Co-Chair, English Dept.
dents got the idea that courses in
queer studies would or should
appeal only to students who see
themselves as part of the queer
community," Visiting Assistant
Professor of Philosophy Jeffery
Kasser said. .
"My experience teaching in this
field is that it draws a wide range
of students," McFadden said.

"I think that bringing an understanding of queer issues to the
community at large would benefit
everybody," Co-chair of the
English Department Jennifer
Boylan said.
There is a movement afoot to
rename the Women's Studies
Department to be more inclusive.
"There are a variety of reasons
for renaming women's studies programs 'women's and gender stud:
ies.' One is to make room for some
of the interesting and growing
body of work on masculinity,
including scholarship that rejects
the view that masculinity naturally
belongs to men," Chair of the
Philosophy Department Cheshire
Calhoun noted.
"I don't care whether we're
doing the same thing
as
Middlebury or not," said Boylan
on the issue of queer studies on
other campuses. "Let's devise a
program, if we wish, that will
make them want to follow our
lead."
,

Colby landscape to become more "intimate"
Architecture f irm
sugg ests a

canopied campus

By KATERUSSO

NEWS EDITOR • V ¦¦' . '
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Colby's beloved terra firma has
become a topic of major consideration
for the College and its future layout is
being dedded.
After poring over blueprints and
maps depicting the history of Colby's
landscape, the administration has created a Landscape Master Plan that
reflects the College's Strategic Plan.
The College hired architecture and
development firm Reed Hilderbrand
to help devise the plan. The firm came
to Colby Thursday, Oct. 10 to present
the work they have done so far. Tlie
firm has a number of ideas about how
to beautif y Colby and maximize space.
According to tlie firm, parking lots
are particularly problematic and
should correspond better with the contour of the land, like the Hillside lot.
Tlie firm also feels Colby needs more
trees to create a canopy for the College.
Tlie firm studied the actual land on
which the College is located using pictures of the terrain before the campus
was on Mayflower Mill. Reed
Hilderbrand decided to divide the
campus into four distinctive areas: the
academic quadrangle; the rough lawn
which extents from tlie central campus;
the managed woodland, primaril y
around Hillside and the "open space"
oh tlie perimeters of the campus.

GRANT:
Hanhum given
money to buy bio;logical supplies.
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Bassett continues
his commentary on
lif e at Colby.
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Abortion
coverage falls
$100 short of
full cost
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
The sdident accident and sickness
insurance policy does cover abortions,
but students are left to their own
devices to find sufficient funding,
Tlie price of an abortion in Maine
has increased from approximately
$300 to $400. Because the student
insurance policy only provides up to
$300 for abortions, students arc left to
find tho remaining $100 on their own,
Gnrrison-FoHter
Health
Center
Director Melnnie Thompson said.
If n student elects to terminate her
pregnancy/the Garrison-Foster Health
Center will refer the student to ono of
the three focili lies in the arco.
Hospitals in Augusta, Bangor and
Pittsfield . are the closest. Tho health

CHANT:
:Jennif er Chu has
. . mixed f eelingsabout
a cappe lla.
Page 7
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Academic
dishonesty:
Two strikes
or four?
By KATE RUSSO

NEWS EDITOR
t
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The two-strike policy for academic dishonesty at Colby may be'a
four- or five-strike policy.
Assistant . Professor .
of
Sociology Alec Campbell believes
that because , professors are "concerned about being too harsh oh
students, academic dishonesty- lis
going underreported at Colby.
When professors neglect turning
in students for their first offense,
the College runs the risk of inad- '
vertently having a three- or fourstrike policy, Campbell said.
At the last faculty meeting Oct.'..
9, Campbell requested professors;
to report all incidents of academic;
dishonesty to the Dean, gf
"
Students Office.;
. : .,; .
"The problem is the underre .
porting of plagiarism to the Dean,
of Students," Campbell said.
Officially, the College has a
two-strike policy for academic dis-:
honesty. The first offense, unless, it •
is particularly egregious, onlymerits a slap on the wrist. If a student is reported for plagiarism a
second time, disciplinary action is
taken in the form of suspension or.
expulsion, Vice President of
Student Affairs and Dean of
Students Janice Kassman said.
On average, 10 cases of acade .
mic dishonesty are reported each
year, Kassman said.
There has been a slight increase
in reported cases recently due to
Web and Internet infractions,
Associate Dean of Academic
Affairs Marc Serdjenian said.
„
"Action rarely occurring f o r
first offenses makes it important
to report first offenses," Campbell
said.
Y
Campbell believes professors
may not report instances of academic dishonesty because nontenured professors try to avoid
conflicts with students or because
the work involved in a plagiarism
case is too much for some professors.

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF ARNOLD YASINSKI

Finn Reed Hilderbrand s' p lan f o r the futureof the Colby campus has a lot more trees.
Plans for the "Colby Green," the
field across Mayflower Hill Drive from
the academic quad, consist of placing
four buildings a round an imperfect
oval shape, which will be the "Green."
All the plans are part of an effort to
give the campus more intimate character, Reed Hilderbrand said.
"We haven't looked at it this closely,

in detail, since [the College] was constructed,"
Administrative
Vice
President W. Arnold Yasinski said.
"Dramatic change needs as much discussion as possible. I a m , very
impressed with the work the firm has
done."
Yasinski believes it was useful to
study the College's landscape history

before it began designing tlie "Colby
Green." "You can get an understanding no other way," he said. "Tliis helps
to enhance what we already have."
, "Sense of place is important to community," Yasinski added. "Landscape
affects our sense of place. People end
up loving their physical space."

"Not every case is clear cut, so
some faculty may not wish to go
through . an appeal process if the
circumstances
are
murky,"
Serdjenian said.
;
Ca mpbell was unsure about
what would make the policy more
efficient, but he offered the suggestion for a "department level
policy about plagiarism," so that a
student's record would be known
at least on the department level.

College unlikely to meet deadlines imposed by INS
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
It is unlikely that the College will
meet the January 30, 2003 deadline to

the
submit
information
to
Immigration and Naturalization
Service rega rding the whereabouts
and status of intcrrinlionrtl students
and professors nt Colby.
In response to the Sept. 11 terroris t
attacks, the INS has required all postsecondary institutions in the United
Stales that enrolls foreign students,
including vocational institutes, technical schools and beauty academies—
74,000 in nil by INS estimates—to comply with its now, computerized system
for tracking international students and
i
professors.
Tlie College has done its best to
comply with tho deadline, has submitted the neccssnry form s and is now
waiting to hear back from the INS.
Given the difficult time other schools
nro having meeting tho deadline,
Associate Donn of Students Sue
LaFleur cxpccls tho INS will extend II.
Tho first phase In compliance was
completing nn 1-17 form , Tho form

asks for general information ab out the
College, Over the summer LnPlcur
and other College officials scrambled
to gather information to fill out the
form and managed to submit It this
fall.

THE CREATION OF THE SEVIS

PROGRAM IS A PART OF
MANY CHANGES BEING MADE
TO THE COUNTRY'S IMMIGRATION_ POUCIESfollowing Sept. 11.
Now thnt tho form hns been sub-

mitted, Iho INS must schedule an on-

enmpus visit to approve tho College.
13ecaufle iho INS Is so busy,scheduling
the visit can lake up to six months,
LaFleur snid.
Once thq INS approves tho College,
Colby must file,nil of Us 1-20 forms—
visa-eligibility forms thnt colleges fill
out lo show thnt foreign sludcnls are
qualified to study in the United
Stales—through Iho system from that

point on,
Under the new Student and
Exchange Visitor Information System
(Sevis), the INS will keep tabs on
which applicants colleges accept, tho
dates on which students enter and
leave the United States and what they
are doing while the in the country .
Tho system will also monitor professors and researchers, but the primary
focus is on students.
"It's time consuming," LnPlcur,
who coordin ated the effort to track
down nil tho necessary information,
snid.
Compiling and entering all the data
is a lot of work for LnPlcur, who is
uncertain whether she, will need to
hire another person to meet the deadlines Imposed by the INS.
Colby will onl y hnvo to enter 120 to
130 students and faculty into the system, Larger colleges and , universities
mny hnve to enter 3,000 peop le,
LnPlcur said.
LnFlour'fl burden will be made
lighter if tho INS allows her to transfer
Information from tho College's CARS
database to the Sovls system. If not, it
will lake LnPleur longer, she said,

What the INS expects from the
College is still largely unknown, and it
is not clear what constitutes compliance or what happens if colleges fai lto
comply.
"We are told what to do in steps,"
LnPlcur said. "There aro a lot of open
areas that will slowly be decided. This
i s a huge step for the INS to bo taking
¦
.
on."
Knowing that they are being closely monitored by the government may
have debilitating results for interna ,
tionnl students.
"I just hope thnt these new policib/j
will not pressure international students inlo slaying quiet in the classroom and in publi c forums, If thoy.dq
this—nnd we can no longer f reely
express our opinions and explore our
ideas in nn academic way—thoro is no
point In us coming here to study,,"
¦ •.,'
Emma Jnmos '03 snid.
Now immi gration regulations
require United Stales embassies to do
background chocks, which can take
months. This fall many students were
concerned they would not get their
visas in limp for tho start of classes arid
ono student had to miss COOT.
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The National Science Foundation
has awarded Assistant Professor of
Biology Lynn Hannum $50,000 to
enhance opportunities for undergraduate learning at Colby. Hannum
will use the money to obtain expensive supplies for research in
'
immunology.
Prior to coining to Colby in the fall
of 2001, Hannum participated in a
two-year post-doctoral fellowship in
science, mathematics, engineering
and technology education/Graduates
of the fellowship were given the
opportunity to apply for a grant they
believed would help them put the fellowship's ideals into practice.
"This grant was part of the program to start up new things,"
Hannum said. "Its taking what you
got out of tliis traditional post-doc
experience and helping you get started."
The grant money will be used to
facilitate independent projects, rather
than develop new classes.
"I want to provide opportunities
for people to get laboratory experience
while
undergraduates,"
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' DEBORAH DOBERNE, Asst. Photo Ed.
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Th e Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
,
Letters
;;'"' >'.
The Echo en cou rages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community.Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby.Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circu mstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the righ t to edit all
submissions.
¦
Editorials
< .
the
inions
expressed
in
of
the
paper.
Op
Th e Edit orials are the official opinion
indiv idual columns, advertising and features are those ot the author, not of th e
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
artide, please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)8723786. e-mail eclio@colby.edu, or fax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu

207*872 "3349

Hannum said. That was one of the
reasons she, decided to teach at a
smaller college.
One of the stipulations of the
grant is that all the money be spent iri
the current academic year, so
Hannum plans to stockpile large
quantities of antibodies and the mater
rials needed to create them.
"That will keep me supplied for
the next couple of years," she said.
The stockpiled antibodies "give
students that work with me the freedom to explore without being
restricted because we can't scrap
together the funds to buy the supplies that they need," she said.
"Cellular immunology is a really
expensive field."
Hannum will also use the grant
money to help to transition her studies from mice to fish. Traditionally,
scientists study mice when trying to
understand
immune
systems,
Hannum said.
"A fish is a better model for
undergraduates at a small school,"
she said. According to Hannum,
more students will be willingly to
perform experiments if they are not
faced with cutting up a "small, furry
creature."

DEBORAH DOBERNE/THE COLBY ECHO

Assistant Prof essor of Biology Lynn Hannum.
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Pugh Community Board puts athletes and administration face to face

RE-ELECT MARILYN CANAVAN
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

By MIRANDA SILVERMAN

Adams said, opening the discussion.
The decision is the first of a
Students walked away with series of reforms the NESCAC will
mixed emotions from the forum be instituting throughout the year,
and panel discussion dealing with Adams said at a faculty meeting
out of season practices and p ick Oct. 9.
Students are offended that
up games Oct. 9.
Th e Pug h Community Boa rd Adams did not consult them
coordinated the event and hoped bef ore the decision was made.
"Decisions are being made unithe forum would address recent
policy changes as well as discuss laterally and without student
the .broader issues of concern input. The panel is a result of students getting their voices heard,"
reg a r di ng Colb y athletics.
At their September meeting, women's basketball team Captain
the presidents of the New Sarah Walsh '03 said.
"At the panel they didn 't have
Engl a n d Small College Athletic
Conference decided to "reaffirm a answers to what the students
pol icy that has been in place for were asking. They need to figure
over 30 years. The policy has not out proper definit ions in order to
been well-observed and we need- make students and athletes
ed to clarif y i t now," Colby understand what's going on ,"
College Presi dent William D. football p layer Curtis Chin 05
said.
o « o e o o « « « *e« « « «
Adams apologized for the
'
• ***ACT NOW 1 GUARANTEE • "imperfect communications," but
said that the decision was the
choice of the NESCAC school
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their families
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Admissions representatives' from over 95 institutions varying in size, progrnm specinllies, and geographic locations, will be on-hand to distribute literature, answer qtieslions, and provide useful information. Fields related to arts nnd sciences, law, public policy, international affairs , business, medicine, and social services will be represented.
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Sciences Division Jim Meehan, the and practice but not pick up'
administration is concerned when games. The conference must get
students are forced to make choic- on the same page because we're
es between academics and athlet- not right now," Zalot.said.
Many
athics. He gave the
letes are conexamp le of athcerned that "if
letes feeling presthey
cannot
sure not to take 3
hold captain's
p.m. classes or go
practices they
abroad.
will not be preFor
f aculty,
pared for the
strengthening
start of the seathis policy means
son.
a return to the
"My biggest
original ' liberal
concern is that
arts
education
teams won't be
of
p hilosoph y
prep ared. When
balance and proth e
athletic
portion ; no one
director
said
part of the educathat
a
ll
the
tion a l experi ence
— Sarah Walsh '03 schools
are
shoul d be too sigdealing
wifh
nificant, Meehan
this diffe rently,
said.
Th ere are a lot of questions that I can't hel p but wonder if other
have y et to be answered b y schools are hol ding captain's
Director practices when we aren 't," hockey
NESCAC, Athletic
p layer Nick Bayley '05 said.
Marcella Zalot said.
It rema i ns to be determ i ned
are
"All the NESCAC schools
dealing with this issue differently, how punishments will be impose.d
'
The presidents have been clear on teams if rules are broken.
about out of season competition

^r Decisions are
being made
unilaterall y and
without student
inp ut. The p anel is a
result of students
gettingtheir voices
hear *.
^

Phi Beta Kappa honors
academic achievement
By ALEXIS GRANT

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Each fall , Colby's Phi Beta Kappa

chapter gives Achievement Award s
to the top-ranking students in the
sophomore and junior classes.
This year, five students have been
selected to receive the award: Jessica
Hayward '04, Cynthia Davies '04,
Keith Romano '04, Nicholas Bayley
'05 and Mark Chapman '05,
"Election lo lt is basically on the
basis of grade point average, oh
Intellectual achievement," Professor
of English Pat Onion said.
While these award s do not constitute admission to Phi Tiotn Kappa,
tho students and (heir parents were
honored at n brunch over Family
Homecoming Weekend,
"Tho awards and the society are
two .separate things," Chapman
sold , "Getting tho award Is not tho
same as getting accepted into the

socie ty."

The

awar d

recipients

Mf, .^.Y_u

also

received a cash prize, Acceptance of

the award this year makes students
Inel igible to win the award in the
future ,
"If s a very old , very long established society of intellectual endeavor," Onion said. "There are a lot of
things on this campus that honor
athletics and other types Of achievements, so this is a way of honoring
serious intellectual talent."
Colby's Phi Beta Kappa Chapter
al so gives a graduate study award, a
graduation breakfast for now mombets and their parents and funds to
any Colby professor or sluden l
group thnt want to host Mflino
speakers on campus,
Phi Beta Kappa was formed in
1776. It currently consists of moro
than 200 chapters In learning institutions throughout the United States.
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;
0,j;> |kt|j y le'- ubiqultous up hero
($|$ikc or not, when you aro on'
&|oi .g chive you can always got n>
cbttntry station on the radio.
What better way to show your. ,
enthusiasm and expand your,. country horizons than by n ltendf '..
¦
ing the Wynorma Jucld concert at ¦<
the Augusta Civic Center?
Ju cld, considered lo be one of,,
the biggest country sensations of
tho past decade will be perform-1.
Ing Tuesday, . Oct. 29 at 7:30,.- ,
Ticket prices range from $30,50$40,50,

•

¦
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Fo rmerstudents return to work at Colhy
' By EMMA McCANDLESS aiid ALEXIS GRANT

_ . tf

'

Stephanie Eidt '99

ner of Gilman Street right by&ffi||
Sacred Heart churchy was " called''
?" . ¦
.
Assistant Director of Residential Life Stephanie Eidt '99 was Colby Comer, and„yoU would j ust
administrators
as
college
only
stand there ar>d anybody ndmg up
away from Colby for a year before she decided to return.
.;• It is often difficult to imagine professors and
- '¦students and even more difficult to imagine what they were like (lien. But
Eidt said that aside.from the senior apartments and a few other the hill wotfld .stop and,give you a
nde "< Y -Y~ _ i- v5 '> *- '•
just in case you tlwught your professors and adminis tra tors cou ldn 't pos- renovations around campus, Colby
'
» sibiy know what it is like to be a student at Colby,.here are a few who hasn't changed much since she
< After^ Colby/ Mills attended
graduated. .
graduate school .and lived in Italy
* pass ed through the ranks.
_fot >i8'years, where he worked in
"The students continue to be
actively involved in. all aspects of
cinematography Hfe ^returned to'
Daniel H. Cohen 75 '
campus life," Eidt said.
America and taught^ afr Colby >in
1980 before returrung to Colby for
Originally from Atlantic City,
V; Professor of Philosophy Daniel
*>H. Cohen '75 came to Colby from
N.J.,Eidt had never heard of Colby
gooa.in.1984 . ,
~"Paramus, N.J. He graduated in
when she was growing up
* v .ftiibmas Morrione '65
"When it came time to look at
"-'seven semesters with a double
J.
''
¦?.major in mathematics and philosocolleges, however, I discovered the
Y phy. After graduation , Cohen
Dana Professor of Sociology Thomas J Morrione '65 declared a
NESCAC and found everything I
' hiked the Appalachian Trail,
was looking for," Eidt said
majorin four different subjects at Colby before settling on socioloColby was Eidt's first choice At Colby she majored in art with gy Mornone went on to get his master's in sociology at the
Y worked several temporary cook"
a studio concentration
i
Ying jobs, attended graduate school
,** Unrreisit). of >5KJew Hampshire and his Ph.D. at Brigham Young
After graduation, Eidt traveled in Australia and New Zealand Umyefsiiy..^
-"at the University of Indiana and
for a year withher husband Jody Eidt '97.The two then returned " i Affef j he left BYU, Morrione turned down a job offer from
» then returned to Colby as a faculty
_ to Watervilleto begin their careers
Z member in 1983.
t * _ - ,.
t .CofcyVf
to
the
distinguish
"The students, most of all, make me proud to remain apart of - ¦, _ '^T wanted see the world first," he said.
"Ifs hard to
" ,.
/'
Morrione taught at Utah State University for a year, received a
changes at Colby from the changes m the country at laige," Cohen this commuiuty "
said. "In 1971, when I entered [Colby], I had'classmates that were
second job offer from Colby and returned to campus in 1971.
drafted out of school to go to war, sent over to Vietnam to fight
Karen Kusiak '75 . ..
- :" ' Asa student, Morrione experic
'
y> enced many of Colby's "firsts,"
." The campus, as was the country, was very politicized, in a way
:
'
'that I don't think has been matched since then " "Assistant Professor of Education and Human Development including the first experiment in co*. As a student, Cohen' had several professors who, are still at - Karen Kusiak 75 graduated from Colby with a major in American ed dining.
*'Colb
"
"'
' '
"It failed," he said. "It was more
y today: Visiting Professor of English. Charles'Bassett was studies
' teaching fr shmen - English classes, and . Philosophy Profe_sor
"Most
of
my soaal life revolved around the Coffeehouse and like a parade than anything else."
f
Morrione's class was also
. ¦RobertMi__ _rthur,now Coheres colleague, was his logic professor conceits that were held on campus," Kuaak, who also played the
<
homore
yean
Cohen
also
took
a
class
with
Dana
Professor
of
clarinet
in
the
Colb
said.
band,
among
the first to experience Jan
sop
y
,
1
l
- Mathematics Pete Hayslett, who recently passed away
"The era was different The 70s Plan.
. were different because the drinkMorrione remembers the days
* "I went off to graduate school thinking that in the ideal world, >
* 1would end up at a place like Colby [Coming back] was coming
ing age was.18, so there was less at Colby when "everyone really did
¦
concern about open containers," know everyone, at least to say hello
.' home. It was great."
Kusiak said, though she mam- to."
tamed that the student bod y has
;
Michael R. Donihue 79
<_
largely remained the same.
Mark R. Serdjenian 73
»; Professor and Chair of tlie Economics Departaent Michael R
"I had (o take eight different
2 Donihue '79 transferred to Colby m his sophomore year from the
Mark R. Serdjenian '73, associate dean of academic affairs,
physical education courses,
v
""' v- v • ; : "' ~y,
V-University of Connecticut. ¦ . . .
^yerything from Israeli dancing to app lied to Colby after hearing about the College from a former
^Creative movement, swimming) Sunday school teacher.
.? • "I came to Colby for the reasons most students come now,"
'' judo, squash, those were required.
YDonihue said. "I'd heard good things about it,Hiked the small colSerdjenian, originally form Cranston, R.I., majored in English
lege environment; it was^aT' good
at Colby and also took courses in
Students didn't have to take phys;
*fit."
ed. classes if they played,;a' varsity sport."
education. He taught in the
Kusiak returned to Colby as a faculty member in 1990. During
Donihue majored Mecdhdmics
Waterville elementary school sysand went to graduate school at the her 15 years away, she attended graduate school, and worked in
tem for 11 years before coming
University of Michigan, returning schoolsas both a teacher and a school administrator.
back on campus to work in the
to Colby as a professor in 1989.
Dean of Students Office. He has
been the men's soccer coach for
Donihue said the rising cost of
David H. Mills '57
27 years.
a Colby education is the biggest
change since his student days.
Serdjenian said the biggest
Adjunct-Assistant Professor of English for Speech and Debate
"Students are different in that David H. Mills '57 studied English at Colby soon after the
difference at Colby is the absence
their socio-economic backgrounds College's move from downtown Waterville to Mayflower Hill.
of fraternities. "The change has
made social and residential life
aren't as diverse," he said.
Mills recalls the days when "the president called every student by
¦ Donihue also said that the name," tlie Spa was locateUiri'the 'Sr_e'et'0_M
more normal and equitable," he
were
said.
" absence of fraternities at Colby is an important change. Some no adults on campus after 5 p.m.—^except for us."
things never change; "the faculty still love to teach," he said.
"There was a lot more connection between the College and tlie
town," Mills said. "We'd go downtown mud\ more often. The cor•. FEATURES EDITOR AND ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
l
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ABO RTION
Colby insurance
coverage

In Town

Waterville Police Chief

Continued from Page 1
jcenter will also refer students who
elect to take the newly FDA-approved
abortion pill.
. The pill also uses up the entire $300
benefit.
'. "We'd like $400," Thompson said,
,
,"but we have not had anyone who had
trouble finding the extra $100."
On average the health center refers
two students a year for termination of
pregnancy, Thompson said. Tlie greatest number of referrals the health cent er ha s ma de i n a year is four or f i ve,
she said.
Tlie health center has not referred
anyon e for term ination of pregnancy
yet this year,
, Students who elect to have an abortion often seek out other funds from
their home insurance carrier.
Accord i ng t o Thom pson , conta cting
home insuran ce providers means parents will know about their daugh ter's
idecision to have an abortion.
', Although the Insurance coverage
|hos improved recentl y, "it is not
Jintcndcd to be a blanket campus
"health p lan ," Director of Personnel
IServlces and overseer of the insurance
I policy Douglas Terp said.
! As part of the $35,800 comprehensive annual tuition fee, stu dents paid
¦$92 this year to be covered by th e
I insurance policy, Por Ihe 2001-2002
ischool year, $84 went toward insurance, Out of th e College's $95 million
;bud get , the school pays a $150,000 fee
for on-campus student coverage ,
|
< There Is no in crementa l fee added
ito the annual compreh ensive tuition
\fee to cover abortions,
J If students do not want to be a part
lof the College's insurance plan, (hey
•can remove ihcmsojvoH fro m It, but
'.students who elect not lo bo covered
j under tho policy do not gel a refund
;and are still charged Iho same annual
!'comprehensive foe,
1 nenefl ls aro provided up lo $10,500
J for covered medica l expenses Inclined
j por claim por policy yoar.
<
>

i, i
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This week Assistant Neivs Editor
Alexis Grant visited the Waterville
Police Station on Front Street to talk
loith Police Chief J ohn Morris .
Born: 1939, Everett, Mass.
Education: BS in marine transporta tion from the Massachusetts
Mari time Academy; BA in internati onal relations and MS in management from the Naval PoslGraduat e School
Alex is: What did you do before
y ou became a police chief?
John: I did 30 yonra in the Navy; I
was commissioned when I was 20
and retired ns a full-Navy captain.
»

A: What was your role in the
Navy?
J: I did th ree lours of Vietnam ,
inclu ding a year in country, I comman ded my own war ship out of
Son Diego, I commanded a U.S,
navnl base in Korea, Then I was a
defens e attache' nt Iho embassy in
Malaysia , plus I nerv ed on six
navnl ship s in my younger years,
A: What are your other hobbies?

J: Fishing and golf. Every year, I
meet with seven of my old navy
buddies and we go fishing someplace in the world — north of the
Artie Circle, Central America. My
other hobby is traveling with my
wife. We lived overseas for a great
number of years and we try to go
out of country twice a year. Last
April , we sailed around Cape
Horn. We've gone to Portuga l,
down the Amazon River, we've
gone to the Greek islands, we 've
sailed across the Gibra l tar Strait.
This year, we 're planning on going
to the Caribbean and in April ,
we 're going to China and Tibet,

j r¦ g I*think there 's
always been a
misconcep tion by
students and some
of the staff up there
that Colby is a sovereign nation
unto itself , jmb

A : How long hav e you b een

hi gh priority, because it continues
to happen in all walks of the commun ity, The second issue, which is
right up there, is the increase of
use of heroin and crack cocaine in
th e city. Another issue that is
becoming more and more difficult
is the treatment of minors who arc
getting involved in substance
abuse , specifically alcohol. And
that ranges from the campus,
down through teenagers in the
community. Not that there's any
alcohol abuse up at Colby, is there?

Waterville Police Chief?
J: I have been the chief here for
ei ght ye a rs , and prior to this , Iw a s
the chief in Richmond , Me., for
four years. So I've been a chief for
12 years.

A: Wh at's your favorite part of the
job?
.
J: I think my favorite part of the job
is my association with the people
in the business, professional young
men and women who strive to do
a good job , Equall y as import ant is
doing good things for the community, like th e number of grants I' ve
written and received for the city.
And clearl y, I do get satisfaction in
breaking up criminal activities,
A: What is th e biggest criminal
Issue In Wa lerville?
J: Dom estic violence is certainly a

nt on all non-sale Items-excludin g Joans ond J
J 10% Discou
square
donee merchandi se with Colby I.D.
•
•

I JW

Into Recycling?

:<^°% ALBERT 'S RECYCLED
CLOTHING & FURNITURE
: ^ys/
J
„

lOO EIm St,

Watorvi llo

M-r 10-6

— Joh n Morris
Waterv ille Pol ice Chief

A: What ' s the role of the police
department on the Colby campus?
J: I think there's always been a
misconception by students and
some of the staff up there Ihnt
Colb y is n sovereign nation unto
itself , Thai's not the case, I am
responsible for public safe ly nt
Colby and ns ouch, I will do wh at 1

I

Waterville Chief of Police J ohn Morris.
deem is necessary to ensure that
public safely. However, we have

an excellent working relationship
with security and I think we have a
wonderful
relationshi p
with
Colby, At the same time, we have
laws we have to enfo rce, I will
make it perfectl y clear that I will
not tolerate sexual abuse cases,
which sometimes are not reported
to us for a vnrie ly of reasons, ha le
bias crimes and overdoses,

A: Ther e's is tnlk of lowering the
open container flno at Colby, Poos
the fine decrease the need for
police on campus?
'
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J: About four years ago, we had
some difficulty with Colby, so I
started to patrol Colb y more regularly, so wo were writing a lot 0,1
tickets up there ond I'm sure
became a nuisance to both the staff
and the students, So, we developed this wonderfu l relationshi p
with the school in Jelling security
lake care of things, nnd I would
ha lo to see any of that fall astrny,
B ecause , wo have enough to do off
the campus, but If wo havo to go
on the campus, we certainly will ,
That's not a threat ¦— I don 't enre to
bo up there , Wo have enough
down hero ,
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Opinions Editor. Emily Honig
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Dear Trustee s

¦' ' ¦ You remember all those Colby
recruiters who stressed that the doors
qf the faculty were always open to
those who needed help or wanted to
pursue some question more thoroughly.And to some extent, the flacks were
[r ight: Colby faculty tends to spend
.considerable time in their office, doors
ajar.
, '.; Of .course, you are taking a course
:<vith some jerk whose office hours are
'.scheduled for Saturday morning or
!during
Thanksgiving
vacation.
;Otherwise he or she can be reached at
a telephone number; when dialed, the
caller hears a recorded message reporting that the faculty member is unavailable, therefore, leave your name and
number, You'll be called back by
Christmas break.
Now that scenario is not a common
practice
on
Hill,
Mayflower

Graduating seniors report their most

sntiBjfying experiences at Colby were
thelrclose relationships with the facul' rid people who gel the teaching
ty A
fjwnfd'fronn the senior class lend to be
in their offi ces n whole lot.

about grades and appearances and
whatever else, I've been blessed to
find out what life is really all about.
If s not about how drunk you can
get, or how big your parties are or
what your GPAis. It is about discovering that love is all that can hold us
together. Anything less than that is a
lie.
My family and friends have been
terrific from the beginning, particularly, my roommates, who are the
most sensitive and together people I
know. To find "You suck at life" on
our board is the most offending
insult I could have received at this
time in my life, not to mention how
undeserving my roommates are of
that comment, as well.
Deeply upset that the supposedl y
bri ghtest and best can be so apathetic, rude, senseless and ignorant,

ally uses the reference, while mocking
its significance.
He said, "Colby is a diverse comI must admit that it was the head- munity [and that] the cross is a vesline that lured me to the text: "A Cross tige of parochialism." It is a symbol
too Heavy to Bear." Much to my cha- that violates Colby's dedication to a
grin and disappointment, the author, "free and open exchange of ideas and
Jon Silberstein-Loeb, who also hap- views (Colby's Mission Statement)."
pens to be the editor of this paper, This is absolutely absurd . Yale
was using these words to illustrate his University,a respected member of the
point that the cross
Ivy League, uses
on top of Colby's
characters
The crosssymbolizesthe Hebrew.
Lorimer Chapel is
in its insignia. This
"morally reprehensi- burden of the world's
has no bearing on
ble and it must come
the college's diversin, yet Silberstein-Loeb sity or willingness
down."
As a practicing casually uses the refer- to be open. Yale
Christian, I find
has students from
Silberstein-Loeb's emcewhile mockingns
all 50 states and 70
title morally reprecountries; 30 perhensible as he uses SIGNIFICANCE.
cent of its student
an
allusion
to
body is comprised
Christ's inarch towards crucifixion as of minority students (www.yale.edu).
a comparison to his feelings towards
A second argument used by
the cross on the chapel. John 19: 17-18 Silberstein-Loeb is in regards to the
states that "Jesus was led away and traditions • and past of this College.
carrying the cross hy himself, went The cross is a symbol of Colby 's
out to what is called the Place of the Baptist past. Silberstein-Loeb argues
Skull. There they crucified him." The that since this history is not wellcross symbolizes the burden of the known to incoming students or proworld's sin, yet Silberstein-Loeb casu- moted as a principal part of the past,

"it seems callous to expect students to
assume that this tradition still manifests in such a prominent way."
This argument is flawed because it
assumes Colby is attempting to forget
its past. Simply because there is no
publication of the Baptist past by no
means suggests the College is
ashamed of its traditions. One could
assume that the College has not printed more materials on the subject
because it wants to keep the environment open, with students bringing
many different traditions and views
to the community.
Colby is an accepting community
that recognizes all faiths and traditions on campus. The strides tpwards
diversity have been admirable,
although they certainly still have
room for expansion. The interior of
the chapel lacks any religious symbols, suggesting that the College is
attempting to create a neutral environment. The cross is simply a
reminder of this College's history and
of how it has adapted to fit the needs
of its students. It should remain as a
reminder of the past and as a symbol
of the path toward a more connected
and open future.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Linnea Anderson '03

By RYAN SWANK

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What do African-American studies and a non-discrimination policy
for fraternities and sororities have in
common? They are facets of Colby
that were persistently demanded,
fought for and ultimately achieved
by students.
Look at any college campus and
you will find that students have both
initiated and played a crucial role in
securing a significant number of an
institution's great accomplishments.
With the Board of Trustees making
one of their two yearly visits to campus tomorrow, Oct. 25, it is important to realize that those holding
power at Colby are not usuall y those
who push the College to grow in
response to the changing needs of
the student body and society at
large,
Most of the components of our
liberal arts educat i on, ones that wc
often take for granted, were not
always deemed to be in the College's
best Interest. The creation of an
African-American studies program
nt Colby/ for examp le, wns long in
the making. Throughout tho 1960s,

Continued on Page 5
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students repeatedly voiced the
necessity of permanent classes on
black history organized into a black
studies program. It was not until 18
African-American students took .
over the Lorimer Chapel in 1970 that
these and other demands were finally adopted into policy by the administration,
Discriminatory practices in
selecting members of fraternities
and sororities are another instance of
a persistent problem remedied only
through student effort. Although
Colby 's Greek system ha d long
excluded students of certain ethnic
groups, it was not until the spring of
1961 that senior Jackie Nunez wrote
an art icle in the Echo calling on the
administration to dra ft arid enforce n
non-discrimination policy for fra ternities and sororities.
Despite the support of Student
Government Association nnd the
faculty, mnny trustees and administrators initially resisted this plan, for
they themselves were members of
the Organizations that would be
impacted by the policy. In the end,
hdv/evcr, the Bonrd of Trustees
approved the proposal in 1962,
pnving the way for its implementa-

" , '

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS

Everyone likes to channel-surf
during commercials, but since we
have only eight channels, we usually wait out the breaks. Believe it or .
not, sometimes they're more enter-_
taining than the shows.
Lefs talk categories: tear-jerkers',
(not joking), soft-core porn, cross-"
dressing and the awkward/humorous break-up.
Those that we found disturbing
when we first arrived still have theT
same chilling effect. One drunk-dri .'
ving commercial was so upsetting,
that it actually had to be revised; the
basic storyline is a family standing
in their front yard while the father.,
drives up to the house. He's drunk,,,
ploughs through the fence and;;
crushes his young son. Our roommates told us that in the first version, you actually see the car rolling,
over the boy's head. Now the boy% ;
death is implied through a slowmotion scene of sobbing and' thefather 's blood-stained hands.
Drunk driving is a standard '
theme in commercials. A similar ad
stresses tlie importance of wearing ,
seat belts. The scene is a carload of
teenagers (two couples) fi ghting
over a radio station. An. announcercomes over the commercial andV
says, "today this boy will hit his',
girlfriend so hard that she dies."TheV
following scene is a pile of body-,.'
bags in the back of an ambulance..A.
paramedic stands outside relaying,
the events on a walkie-talkie. "TKe_
boy without the seat belt did all the
damage," he says. "Three dead ai\d
one in critical condition."
Equally depressing are the med-.
ical commercials. In one that tries ,tcT
drum up support for cancer (
research, there are four family,
scenes. The mother hugging her son
disappears from their reflection i_t
Continued on Page 5
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By LIZ BOMZE and KAITLIN .
McCAFFERTY

tion.
full-time students work so tirelessly
That students have played such a for solutions that often are not realcentral role in shaping the history of ized until after they graduate
this institution should come as no demonstrates the magnitude of the
problems mat ttiey
surprise.
Students must Most of the components face every day. The
trustees as well as,
live with the
di screp a ncy of our liberal arts edu- other loci of power on;
campus must recogbetween the
nize this tradition and
College's guid- cation, ones that we
students'
ing principles often take for granted, embrace
proposals for making
and the reality
on
ca mpus; were not always deemed Colby a better pla ce
for everyone.
consequently,
to be in the college's
The Boa rd of
it is students
Trustees has a lot of
who articulate best interest.
unresolved issues to"
what is la cking
at Colby and the steps necessary for address when it meets this weekend,
change. Trustees and administrators such as students' proposals for a
are usually too far removed from queer studies program and multiculcampus life to fulf ill this role. Given tural housing. We as a student bod y
this history, the. repeated reluctance must ut i li ze our unique role as proof Colby 's powers-that-be to full y ponents of progressive change to
consider and i mplement students' demand that the trustees recognize,
calls for reform is somewhat surpris- the long-term picture. Just as we as a
community now see and celebrate
ing.
If history hns shown that stu - th e value of having an Africandents, out of necessity, take on the Americnn studies program at Colby,
role of advocates for chnnge, i t hns in a few moro years wc will do the
also shown thnt they do not relent, snme for queer studies, and so on, In*,
tUso out of necessity, until the insti- ' the end, resistance gives way to rev-!
»J
tution finally makes reforms, Thnt orence,

It's out of my hands, mom. v; 1 . ..

%
"_

Who let agstring out on
Irish televi- :
sion?

From resistance to reverence: student pressure for change

Y|An affair wim my roommate's mother. l Y^J
H —Ted Farwell '05 and Stephen Whel pley ... §5
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by Christmas. However, the cancer
returned following my sophomore
year and progressed so quickly that
last year we were extremely unsure
of what to expect.
Meanwhile, I remained a fulltime student here, commuting back
and forth between Chicago and
Colby,trying my damnedest to find
whatever motivation I could to keep
going when all I wanted to do was
quit and be home with my mom. It
has been her courage, dignity and
optimism during her last year that
inspires me and pushes me forward
to not give up during the moments
when I most want to.
Now as a senior trying to get out
of here on time, I have the grief and
loneliness of losing my mother to
top the pile of other stresses from my
"normal" student life. I've struggled
and I've felt extremely weak and lost
in the world, just, to figure out this:
When everyone else is worried

By MATT KOZAR

. In fact, Colby is still one of those
colleges at which a student can just
come in to a professor 's office, kick
back and talk. Most don't, but tlie
bright ones learn a lot about the professor 's research, preferences in the
World Series and child care options.
These intrepid souls have learned to
knock on closed faculty doors.
Now sometimes the professor,
faced with grading 20 papers in two
hours, will tell the casual talker to
come back at 8 a.m. Saturday, when tlie
aforementioned professor won't b e
there. But such is the life of a paperintensive faculty. You write 'em, we
read 'em and the fur flies all tlie way to
Norridgewock. I know a person who
actuall y prefers off i ce hours i n
Norridgewock. Only the serious students show up.
But how many of you compensate
for a closed professorial door by reading the materials taped to 'that office
door? You'll gel wonderful stuffmostly humorous, but sometimes serious—to assuage your disappointment
that the occupant is off somewhere,
The cartoons on Professor John
Sweney 's door in tho English
Department aro hilarious, And—
though ifll lake you a considerable
spell—Visiting Assistant Professor of
Philosophy Jeff J .nsscr has some really

¦ ,
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After saying good-bye to my
family Sunday morning. I was greeted by the following message on my
dry- erase board when I returned
home: "You suck @ life," signed; the
drunk people of Colby.
I could see that an attempt had
been made to erase the message, but
having one of those boards that
refuses to come clean, I can still see it
clearly. To those who wrote that
comment and to others who hold the
same attitude, I would like"to challenge your words by telling you a little about my life.
Ftry to be an open book. No
secrets, no concealing, no nonsense,
no bullshit. My mother died right
after I came home from Colby last
May. Her battle with breast cancer
started the summer of '99. When I
started
classes, she
started
chemotherapy and was in remission

fhe writing 's on the wall
C.W. Bassett

Letters

¦

Respect and life

V The Echo has, based on its coverage this year, tried to ascertain the
most pressing issues of student concern the board should consider.
iVhile :the Echo, , does not pretend to be representative of the student
.body,it is in a unique position to comment on life at Colby and hopes
that this editorial will, serve as a barometer to which thei trustees might
refer when deliberating.
•
Diversity
The trustees need to specify more clearly what it means to be a
diverse community,when diversity will be.achieved and what its goals
are. Doing so will prove fruitful when making future decisions about
diversity at Colby. The trustees must also make decisions about multicultural housing, the proposed diversity requirement and queer studies.
... It seems that the administration is not in favor of multicultural hous,.ing and rightly so. Specialty housing has no place at Colby and the sysje m'as it stands now allows for the intermingling of diverse peoples.
.The .micro-aggressions that some minority students endure must be
Idealt with, but the benefits of the current living situation far outweigh
- the isolated incidents of aggression.
- ' The diversity requirement as approved by the faculty is an adequate
proposal because it is innocuous. Of the 462 students in the Class of
2001, 80 percent (370 students) would have satisfied the United States
..portion of the requirement while 65 percent (299 students), would have
-completed the non-United States requirement. This suggests that the
-•requirement is not necessary. The way to get students to take diversity
• courses is not to bog them down with more requirements, but to
"encourage more students to go abroad and establish more and better
^classes about these topics.
1;: Women's studies majors may now concentrate in queer studies, but
t-istudents who major in another subject cannot graduate with queer
studies as part of their degree. The College should solve'this problem
^
¦
.by creating a queer studies minor, but it should not do so at the cost of
'"taking resources away from existing programs. There is a greater need
f ifor creative writer professors than a queer studies minor, but with many
. courses in a variety of disciplines already devoted to queers studies the
I 'Echo believes the trustees can and should create a minor.
„! Off-campus living
"', The number of students living off campus is appropriate . A couple
.'of 9ff-campus students do host large parties at their houses; most do
.'not. Hosts are concerned about student safety and often arrange deals
j 'iwithcab companies so students won't drink and drive. Students do not
;Ifeel as comfortable at big parties as they do on-campus with close
iifriends and therefore tend to be more reserved.
.! Athletics
r!| Students, parents and alumni are displeased with the enforcement of
£the, p aternalistic NESCAC-wide restriction on out-of-season practice,
'president Adams has announced that this reform was the first of many
Reforms that will be instituted throughout the year. The president must
.Jnake a more concerted effort to hear the opinions of student-athletes
[before making further changes.
','. Campus Planning
Ji The future plans for the physical arrangement of the campus look
• good. The beauty of the campus is critical to its image and many stu»dents come to Colby because of the campus. However crucial the cam'pu s' physical appearance is, it should not be maintained at such a high
^standard that academics suffer. The College should place a greater pri!oiiity on academics than campus design.

I'm never
going t o
ret ire

.
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The PC name game takes
its toll on communication
By KRISTI N DEMERS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
V I'm usually more than happy to
appease a group by referring to
them by their name of choice in conversation, but I often don't know
which word to use, which phrase
.vill satisf y everyone or which will
hot offend anyone.
' For example, some people I've
talked to are offended by the label
¦'African-American
," and others
despise being called "black." I've
Often come across the term "people
of color" in Colby's diversity literature—a phrase at which many international students roll their eyes. As
one pointed out.to me, "aren't we all
people of color?"
Another term issue arises when
trying to accurately label people of
Asian descent. I'm sorry to admit
that I can't tell the difference
between people of Chinese,
Japanese, Vietnamese, Korean,
Indonesian or Malaysian ancestry
just by looking at them. I've offended people by asking their nationality
("I'm American, punk," has been my
favorite response) or their place of
birth ("California," one girl said
with a snippy attitude). So I just use
the word "Asian." Its blanket use,
however, has ironically angered a
good share of people with whom I
just wanted to have a cultural con-

versation. I just can t win,
While visiting Smith College, I
learned of one particularly nonpolitically correct girl who referred
to her suite mate as "Oriental." She
quickly learned that this is an adjective reserved for rugs, not humans.
The PC terminology problems do
not just apply to race. From what I
understand, the latest PC term for
those of a non-heterosexual orientation is "queer." I've been told if s all
encompassing, and thus, more convenient to use instead of gay lesbian, bisexual, etc. Yet while at
Smith, I met many women who preferred being called lesbians—the
blanket word "queer" is too vague
for them. In any case, I .don't understand why the term "homosexual"
has been practically banned from
the queer community. I've been told
by almost every gay person that I've
met that it sounds "too scientific,"
but isn't that more of a matter of personal opinion?
I believe that words have only as
much power as we give them. While
I understand the need for a group
identity, I've noticed that by focusing so much on being politically correct, people can spend more time
arguing than actually > communicating. As long as the labels aren't
derogatory,
¦ what does it really matte r ? ' . ' ¦¦

BASSETT:. Doors into the
ProtessorMind
Con tin ued from Page 4
funny yet pointed stuff on his Art.
Department door.
"I've picked only a few, but you
could try Associate Professor Laurie
Osborne's in English and a whole raft
of others. Sure, some doors simply
announce future plays/concerts/exhibitions. You could call these "newscast
doors." But I think you can find great
doors in almost every campus building, doors loaded with wit and wisd&n.
" My door—when I hadn't retired
yet—used to fascinate people because I
taped up all kinds of cards and letters I
got from past students. My favorite
was a card labeled "Rebel without a
Job." But most memorialized my students' first 'encounters with the Wall
Drug in South Dakota. I got dozens
from Wall. And one.from Colby, Kan.

Maybe there'l l be a sin gle
car toon or article on that
door. Read it. I guarantee
it 'll p robabl ybe better
than the p rofessor's l ec-

TURES.
Sadly,they're in a box in the basement.
But the tradition lives on. Maybe
there'll be a single cartoon or article on
that door. Read it. I guarantee if 11
probably be better than the professor 's
lectures. And you'll be able to gauge
your teacher better. Thafs always a
good thing when you're taking your
paper out to Norridgewock.

Charles Bassett is a visiting English
p rofessoremeritus.

By DAWN SPINNER and JEN-

of your college career and have
never heard it, brush the dust off
of your laptop and visit the
STAFF .WRITERS
Connecticut College Web site. The
You wake up naked, your head song is packed with memorable
pounding. You can still taste that imagery of the inevitability that by
Cuervo concoction your roommate daylight you will come across "the
invented the night before. Yourlef t morning garbage crew" with their
arm is completely numb; it might "knowing stares" and "the rugby
be gone. As daybreak begins to fil- team out for their morning jog."
ter through the makeshift drapery, Unless you get a cheap thrill from
your consciousness slowly returns. hurrying across campus with matYou are mostly blind and com- ted hair and un-brushed teeth, y ou
should
avoid
pletely dumb/ but
you start to realize
the walk.
UNLESS YOU GET A CHEAP
that the large mass
Some people
flattening your lost THRILL FROM HURRYING
believe that if
arm is not merely a
they're walking
mass,
but
a ACROSS CAMPUS WITH
home from their
Masshole. You've MATTED HAIR AND UNdate's room the
done it yet again
following day, it
arid now if s time BRUSHED TEETH, YOU
is somehow less
to fake the walk of
incriminating.
SHOULD AVOID THE WALK. But unless you
shame.
The a cappella
are in a relationrendition of "The Walk of Shame" ship that'receives public recogniarticulates a plentitude of reasons tion of Brad Pitt and Jennifer
why the walk is a dreadful Aniston proportions or you happrocess. If you have been living in pen to have a rock on your left
the Grossman attic for the entirety hand, you cannot disguise the

NIFER WITHNELL

walk as a mere morning stroll. even legal. However,, this is Colby^
Even the CK Bradley tote' with if you don't have a cup or a can irf
your toothbrush and PJs does not your hand on a Saturday night?;
make
your
you are probably;
slumber party
playing cheek-darts .;
Colby students p arty
innocent. The
instead of hooking*
skank
tank with determination / '
up, and thus have !
and . hickey
not bothered reading.;
from the night and si nce there is now a this at all. Asl;
before make it
Princeton Review sa \
rep utation to uphold,
obvious that
nicely put it, Colb$ •
didn't we're sure the walk
students "party wiuj_ .
you
sleep in your
determination," and],
own bed, and •won't disapp ear and the 'since there is how '$.
no one really Blue Light won 't go out.
reputation
. t$ ;
cares that the
uphold, we're surg :
the walk won't disjj ;
guy was not
random. This, too, constitutes the appear and the Blue Light won't ;
walk of shame.
go out.
]„ .
The most foolproof way to
Inebriation equals copulation"
avoid the walk, and all wanton like Foss equals hippies. The ofih>.
activities that would put you in way to effectively avoid the walk*
such a position in the first place, is is to get out after you put out. but,
to maintain a controlled level of before you pass out. Simply have-i
sobriety. Your acute senses could the ingenuity to gather yourl .
save you from hooking up with the belongings and go when you fake!,
semi-cute kid you will have to that unavoidable pee break. Havel
awkwardly greet in economics for your fun but when you're done!,.;
the rest of the semester, or with the run before the sun comes.
!.;
field hockey recruit who is not
iri »

the mirror; the father disappears
from the family photo on the mantle;
ariother family member disappears
from playing a game outside; the
last scene shows a mother hugging
her daughter and she doesn't disappear, thanks to cancer research .
Point taken.
Changing categories, the g-string
commercials are a favorite among
the boys on the trip. A cute girl is
getting read y for a night out and
talks about her favorite brand of gstring. The concluding fr ame shows
her with her hands holding her
boobs, wearing a color-morphing gstring as she slowly rotates ; by 180
degrees. You can see her butt.
Unfortunately, th is last part is occasionally censored, Sam Owen '04

sometimes cries.
Apparently UK humor app lies to
cross-dressing. Various commercials
use this tactic. One in particular
showcases two men dressed as
women. These women are testing
out two different kinds of paper
towels. One woman wins and is
given a sign that says, "Yes!" The
other woman, being upset grabs the
sign as the announcer asks, "Ar e you
a ninny?" The first time we saw this
commercial we had to ask a roommate what a ninny was. Now we are
totally confused by the ad.
Cross-dressers are also used to
sell mobile phones. They are on billboard s and commercials at all times
pra ising their wonderful mobiles.
Personally, we do not understand
the humor in the ads.
One of our favorites is an ad

Of alS the asinine things

By NATE LINDSAY

wise, that my parents have made involved in my education, and who
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
and continue to make towards my think of Family Weekend as an
education, and I deem it only opportunity to demonstrate their
With Family Homecoming appropriate that I show my appre- support and involvement. Yet my
Weekend behind us, I would like to ciation by acting as the consum- parents have voiced the opinion,
be the first person to say that the mate host whenever they come to repeatedly and unequivocally, that
College's practice of lumping these visit me.
sharing the campus with alumni
In fact, since if s next to impossi- detracts from Family Weekend and
two entirely distinct events into
one weekend is nothing short of ble for my parents to venture up to leaves them feeling belittled and
lunkheaded, birdbrained and clod- middle-of-nowhere, Maine more compromised.
dish. Whoever made the decision than once each year—which, not
Furthermore, I cannot imagine
to combine Family
s u r p r i s i n gl y, any way that alumni could benefit
Weekend
and I AM EFFECTIVELY
invariably occurs from coming to Colby for homeHome coming
on
Family coming during Family Weekend.
Weekend
must FORCED, THEREFORE, TO
Weekend—I con- Upon returning to Colby only to
have had his own
sider it my duty find their friends among the curinterest in mind, CHOOSE BETWEEN PARTIC
to give them my rent student body busy entertainbecause none of IPATING in Famil y
full
attention ing their parents, most alumni also
the parties actualwhile
they're feel belittled and compromised.
ly invested in Week en d or
here, and would
In light of this, if one considers
either occasion—
think
it
disrethe
underlying purpose
of
Homecom i ng Week end, spectful to do oth- Homecoming
students, parents,
Weekend—namely,
alumni or the with either choice
an opportunity for the College to
erwise.
College
itself—
Yet herein lies put on a dog-and-pony show for its
benefit from host- leaving me feelin g
the catch: the graduates, in the hope that they
ing parents and
weekend
that might feel more inclined to whip
GUILTY.
alumni together.
marks my par- out their checkbooks—not even the
From a stuents' one trip to College benefits.
dent's perspective, I view the blun- Colby each year is the same weekI would like to propose a soluder that is "Family Homecoming end many recent graduates of the tion. First, instead of giving us two
Weekend" as a lose-lose situation. College also make their only visit, "vacations" with a measly two or
I, for one, appreciate the immense Every year, at least some of the three days off from class apiece,
contribution, financial and other- alumni that return to Colby for eliminate fall break and combine it
Homecoming Weekend (and in with Thanksgiving break, thus givalmost all cases, only for ing students, faculty and staff alike
a real vacation.
Hom e c o m i n g
Next , reschedWeekend) are good
ule
Parents'
friends of mine, and Upon returnin gto Colby
Weekend one
about the awkwardness of running practically sp eak ing, onl y to find their friends
week earlier, to
into your ex. A pretty girl is in the this is the last
park on a beautiful day, lying in the
occupy
the
opportunity I will among the current stu vacancy left by
grass and reading. Enter her ex and ever have to see the
his new girlfriend. Immediately a vast majority of dent bod y busy entertain - eliminating fall
break. It seems
chorus bursts into song about all of
them. I am effective- ing their p arents
, most
like every year,
the awkward thoughts that cross ly forced, therefore,
your mind when you meet again; to choose between alumni also feel belittled I tell my parents
something like,
the first line is "He 's seen y ou participating
in
comp romised.
naked." Unfortunately, we haven't Family Weekend or and
"Ohh, you guys
missed the
learned all the words yet and sadder
just
Homecoming
still, we don't even know what the Weeken d, with either choice leav- peak foliage." Parents dig that kind
ad is selling. But it' s hysterical,
ing me feeling guilty for neglecting of stuff (seeing the foliage, not
Through laughter and tears these people who are important to me— missing it), so b y holding Famil y
commercials have taught us about which I think is a clearly unfair sit- Week end one week earl ier, they'll
the people we live with, their uation.
get to see the pretty leaves and
morals, humor an d weird favorite
Neither parents nor alumni ben- everyone will b e h app ier. When I
songs. They are definitel y more
efit from Colb y 's treatment of say everyon e, I mean it, because
entertaining and clever than Family
an d
H ome coming this will mean alumni won't have
American commercials. Step it up, Weekends as one and the same. I to share the campus with parents,
America.
am blessed with p a r ents who are and vi ce versa. And I won't have to
extremely supportive of and feel guilty.
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Note: The opinions expressed in this comic strip are those of the artis t and are not necessaril y shared by the Echo.
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G-STRING: Elucidating the mysteries of Irish TV
Continued from Page 4
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Question
of the
Week
At Colby, the' marketplace
of ideas seems to shut down'
after classes end. Lectures, in
die evening too often lack .the
two-way dialogue that facilitates the open exchange' of
ideas.
The Echo aspires to bring *
facts about Colby to the corn- '
munity to facilitate this type' of
necessary and educational con- 1
versation about our school'.''
This conversation should'be
taking place between students,
between students and faculty,
between students and administrators, but also between community members and the EcHo.
The Echo believes that reader-contributors can help to
maintain the marketplace of
ideas outside the classroom.
Toward this end we will pose a
question . to our readers each
week in the hopes of facilitating conversation among o<ir
readership. Reader-contributors are invited to respond to
the question posed in the Echo,"
and we will print the submis .
sions.
As with all other letters;
submissions must be in by
Sunday at midnight, should be
typed and can be no longer
than 400 words. All submissions must be signed.

This week's question:

As a member of" ,
the Colby community, how do you
feel about the
cross on top of
Lorimer Chapel?
MnMMMHHHMMMMnHMHWwM
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presentation of Ntozake
.'Change's "for colored girls who have
Vopnsidered suicide/ when the rainSw is enuf" Oct. 17-19 was less like a
^conventional play and more like a
Vftision of the elements of dance and

Jpetry.

¦^ Shange uses poem and dance to
¦iempower women of color. She profi¦/Sen tly unites the media in "for colored girls..." The play gracefully transitions between the playful and the
-Serious. It goes in several directions,
enticing
anecdotes.
-'presenting
poem and dance, Shange
--Through an
enchanting rainbow for
^presents
_a_I of us to appredate.
¦ ._ . The cast confronted many issues
¦that affect women of all colors. Their
.poems and monologues spoke about
everything from love to rape, abuse,
4bortion and relationships. The stories
intermingled with one another, connecting through music and dance, and
rOreated a satisf ying unity of word,
music and motion.
At the beginning of the show, the
#omen were a bit shaky. They were
visibly nervous, and a couple lines
jy e. re hesitantly delivered, but once
tliey got into tlie groove of the performance, they owned the stage.
_^ The cast moved their bodies with
poise and self-assurance; their words
were eloquent and strikingly powerful. Each performer wore a costume in
the shade of the color she represented.
When all the women froze their
movements, they created gratif ying
tableaus of various colors connecting
with one another, a rainbow.
;; Lady in Red (Amina Mclntyre'04)
seemed to carry the show with her
confidence and mythmical voice. She
performed like a slam poet.

Mclntyre s. last monologue told the
story of a mother's struggle to keep
her children away from an abusive
father and she demonstrated all the
complex emotions felt by the mother.
When Mclntyre began to cry, people
in the audience cried as well.
¦ At one point in the production,
Lady in Yellow (Breilyn Brantley '04)
performed , an interpretive dance to
Lady in Purple's (Kate Campbell '05)
monologue. The combination of
Campbell's impassioned voice and
Brantley's provocative movements
stimulated both the eyes, and the ears
of the viewers. This scene clearly
demonstrated Shange's vision of the
"choreopoem."
Lady in Green (Jane Lee '06) was
lurking in the background during
most of the first half of the show with
few lines, but when it came time for
her to present her monologue on
"someone taking her stuff ," she
aggressively captured the attention of
the audience. Lee was a delightful
presence and was very natural on
stage.
All of the girls equally contributed
their various personalities and talents
to complete the colors of the rainbow.
Lady in Blue (Lindsey Lanier '04), like
water, was fluid with her words. Lady
in Orange (Adelin Cai '05) was full of
energy; Cai was playful and explosive
with her speech and motions. Lady in
Brown (Alice-Marie Allen '04) opened
and closed the performance with
tremendous poise.
The set was very simple, yet amazing. Though it consisted of a few
blocks, frames and fabrics,- it left a full
feeling to the mis-en-scene. The great
variety of colors complimented the
costumes of the actresses. The colors
of the fabrics and lighting were majestically sinuous with one another.

Today- Oct. 24

• Dreadnought Mary
Low Coffeehouse
• "12 Angry Men" 7:30
p.m. Cellar Theater
• SGA Film: "Divine
Secrets of the Ya-Ya
Sisterhood" 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005

Friday- Oct 25

iw

"The aftertaste puts me off—
kinda tastes like a dead animal in
the back of my mouth," Drummond
said. "I don't think I could drink
more than one, the aftertaste builds
up on me."
The panel next cr i t iqu ed the
Pete's Wicked Oktoberfest, a
"Bavarian Sty le Celebration Ale"
brewed and bottled by Pete's
Brewi ng Compa ny in Eden, N.C.
Pete's Wicked Oktoberfest also
f eat ures a copper color and medium
body an d has a nutty aroma nnd flavor.
The panelists again commented
on the des i gn of the la b el , which features p ictur es of peop le dnncing,
dr ink i ng nn d p loying music.
"[The Inbel] is very f estive and
happy," Sielschott said,
"The bottles nre awesome—they
represent what the real German

:
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• International Coffee ~
. Hour 4:30 - 6:00 p.m. Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Film: "Divine
Secrets of the Ya-Ya ;
.
Sisterhood" 7 and 9:3®
p.m. Arey 005
-

Saturday- Oct. 26

BRAD SEYMOUR / THE COLBY ECHO

Amina Mclntyre'04 (center) receives strengthf r o m her fellow sisters in "for colored girls..."

B@^r Reyfew
OktobBifes ts round two
/.By MELVLADERA
£a&e editor
.<
V
_ - ; Since last issue's Oktoberfest was
v'so popular and it is still in season,
./ this week two other brews (Beck's
,'-a'nd Pete's Wicked) duked it out
?ragainst one another in a battle of the
'^ever-so-popular Oktoberfest beers.
". . This week's palate panel consisted of Brie Drummond '03, Warn er
; Nickerson '05, Tim Sielschott '04,
; Suzanne Skinner '03, Becca Stern '03
• and Marcy Wagner '02.
; The first beer sampled was the
; Beck's. From Germany,it is originally; brewed at Brauerei Beck & Co.
"arid imported by Beck's North
in
^America
Stamford, Conn. Beck's
*is celebrating its special 10th
"anniversary edition of Oktoberfest
beer.
Beck's advertises an Oktoberfest
with a copper-amber color, medium
bod y, off-white head and hint of
spice and lemon zest to the flavor.
Bef or e even dr inki ng the beer,
the panelists were critical of the
Beck's.
, "The la bel color doesn't look
good on the bottle," Wagner said.
"Yeah, the blue an d b rown clash
with the beer and the bottl e," Stern
said.
"It smells like stale smashed
apples ," Stern said,
"It smells like a hig h cl a ss pub i n
London," Skinner said.
"[Tlie flavor] is slightl y thick,
"slowly moving a n d mak i ng you
- desire for more," Nickerson said.
»p retty good, but has n stron g
|r
^afterta ste," Wagner snid. "I would
"prefer not to drink it all night."
.__

, ':

Oktoberfest is like," Stern said.
"It looks Caribbean. Tlie pictures
look too much like Camaval to be
on
an
Oktoberfes t
beer,"
Drummond said.
"There's a tingly sensation when
it hits my tongue. It doesn't go
down as smoothly as the Beck's, but
its much better," Stern said. "Tlie
tingly sensation is like the nice feeling of getting a slow sensual back
massage."
"If s like when someone tickles
the back of y our neck," Skinner said.
"It's like Becca's knee thing,"
Drummond said.
"Yeah, it's l i ke a knee orgnsm ,"
Sielschott said,
"This beer is nuiltifaceled,"
Skinn er said. "I'd play Beer Die with
it; I'd chug it, but I would sip it , ns
well."
"I dnre you to chug this,"
Drummon d said.
Skinner proceeded to chug; once
finished she wns ultimately satisfied.
Overall, tho mnjori ly of the panel
(5 to 1) preferred the Pete's Wicked
Oktoberf est over the Beck' s, granting the Oktoberfest victory to yot
another Americnn-brcwcd beer ovor
a Gorrhnn import.
"I'm just not much of n f nn [of
Pete 's], I'd rather have n Natty
Light ," Nickerson snid. "I'd rather
be consuming the Beck's based on
its overall taste."
"I lik e the Pole's much better. It
hns a great f lavor nnd you d on't
hnve the taste of n enrenss in your
mouth nf lerwnrdfl," Drummond
snid.

By CRISTINA JALERU

tress. Mme. Chanel (Firmine Richard)
is the nanny who knows all the secrets
of the house and'has some of her own,
Who wouldn't go insane after con- too.
stantly being harassed and surrounded
The story focuses more on characby eight women? The man in the story ters and dialogue than on the plot,
does not make it and the viewer is also which is as thin as my chain-smoking,
overwhelmed by the excess estrogen leaf-eating anorexic friends. All
on the screen , Francois Ozon's "8 women in the house have something
Women" starts off as a crime mystery, touching and amusing about them,
but scatters along crumbs of songs and although they all lie and try to cheat
hysterical dialogue, gradually turning tlie others. There is no black and white,
into a musical comedy.
and that makes it captivating.
, Set at the end of the 1950s in a
Tlie set and the dresses make you
French mansion, tlie master of the think of a Barbie house full of dolls,
house is murdered on Christmas Eve and it tends to look unrealistic, espeand all eight women who reside in the cially when tliey burst into song and
house are suspects. After the viewer
gets to know each character, it seems
plausible that he may have killed himself just to get out of the hell in which
he lived.
Gaby (Catherine Deneuve), the
lady of the house, is a beautiful woman
who hates her rich husband and wants
to run away with her lover, his associate. Mamy (Danielle Darrieux) is the
mother-in-law who lives in her own
world and indul ges in too many nightcaps. Augustine (Isabelle Hiippert) is
the neurotic aunt who wants to seduce
the brother-in-law in order to get some
self-esteem and money. Pierrette
(Fanny Ard ant) is the sister who used
to be a nude dancer and was deceived
by, men all her life. Suzon (Virginie
Ledoyen) is the daughter who spends
her lime in an Engl i sh boa rd i ng school
and comes home acting like the new
mistress. Catherine (Ludivinc Sagnier)
is the younger sister who strives to be
considered an adult.
Louise
(Emnnuelle Bearl) is the insolent nnd
sexy chambermaid who sleeps with
the mnster but is in love with the misSTAFFWRITER

• Portland Nightlife, bus:
leaves at 4 p.m.
I
'returns at 1 a.m.
• SGA Film: "Divine
Secrets of the Ya-Ya I
Sisterhood" 7 and 9:3Q
p.m. Arey 005
•':
• Colby Symphony
4
Orchestra, 7:30 p.m Y
Lorimer Chapel
:
• "12 Angry Men" 7:30 ]z
p.m. Cellar Theater '•*

~
dance.
At times, it does not even make
sense because their motives and their
actions do not connect in any way.Afjd
at least half of them are in love with
each other or have slept with the only
guy in the house. Full of vices and
charm, these ladies don't know what_to
say.
After it cooked thoroughly in my
head, the movie appears to have a better crust than at the time I saw it. If s
like the joke about die blonde who
laughs on Sunday at the joke she heard
on Monday. Go see it and you'll feel
better about having only one or two
_
roommates.

WWW.IMDB.COM

Wliich one of these women is a black widow in disguise?

Anger Ma^a<rewewt
By MELV LADERA

A&E EDITOR

Susp icion. Guilt. Doubt. Plenty of
emotions run through the characters
In Reginal d Rose's "12 Angry Men,"
which is set to premiere In the Cellar
Then tor Oct , 24. A shoy. for the
trustees is set for Oct. 25.
"12 Angry Mpn " is set in a jury
deliberation room; 12 jurors need to
come to a consensus. All the evidence suggests thnt the suspect Is
guilty,, nnd most of the jurors nre
rond y to declare him guilty 'nnd
lenve. One juror (Evnn McGee '0.3),
however, disagrees with tho others.
Throug hout the course of the piny,
McGco 's character convinces tho

Z

12 Angry Men
to premiere

other jurors thnt there is ind eed renaonnblc doubt.
As Powder & Wig's fi rst production of the season , "12 Angry Mon"
prom ises to provide n lot of suspense nnd intrigue. Directed by
Powder & Wig Social Chair Marc
Attlych '04, "12 Angry Men" bo asts
a dedicated dozen. Tho cast includes
Stove Crcighlon '03, Moris Estorly
'06 , Jon Ftichs '05, Chelsea
Hoff mann '03, Knrll Jaffe '03,
McGee, Rachel Merrick '03, i Julio
Miller '06, Andrea Pnlmcr '05, Snrnh
Schlock '06, Lucns Thatcher '05 niid
Steven Weinberg '06,
"I was pretty lucky to end up
with 12 grcnt actors," Attlych said.
"Thoy woro dedicated , but schedul-

ing was a nightmare."
;
This is Attlych's first time directing. At times, he wns overwhelmed
by the ninny responsibilities nnd
ncknowlcdges thnt he could njpt

have gone throug h the experi ence

without his great cast and crew. •»¦
"It's nice to see the level of professionalism that comes into pla$"
Attlych said, "There were no egos?'
"12 Angry Mon " wns rondo Into a
feature film in 1957 and 1997. The
1957 version wns nominated for
three Acndemy Awnrds, and
Reglnnld Rose won n Writers Gu Qd
of America Screen Awnrd f or BiJbI
Written American Drama In 1958. -
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By JE NNIFER CHU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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^ oldM
favorites

and new melodies,
Colby's a cappella groups rocked the sold-out
Family Homecoming Weekend a cappella concert
* BtfSWwpplw
____
_Mwl^
at the Waterville Opera House.
W ^llfA n _ _r_ _____ ^^^ -i
The highlight of the performance came when
WJlM|Ki-_0____iB^
• the Colbyettes and Colby 8 sang together.
wi-Bitii-fiffiiisnsjM«jMB
Combining the all-male and all-female groups has
_n_f§mm_ll^B_T__%ffi
i
always been a crowd-pleaser. It was fun to see the
Bi^^ff^
p^ aj ^^ Bya^gj^^^ BalJ^
groups flirt and coyly argue with each other.
^Pmrl^^ ^al^ttMB
i
^
M
^^^^^^^^
l
^
, The show began with the Megalomaniacs.
88fti5»i -- wtff- iHSS___- f_^____ ^ lll___ _ ii_ _ M!u!_ffli
B_C__lTraMff }i___J__ ^^WIRKffl _|MBW
They
sang and acted with a lot of energy and
BB_{S,_____f!ti_a____raB ___^ M^__i__j_ ^}__3_l_i
lffi i-I^lM|&KiMil[^lJ_W
enthusiasm.
JBBB^njji8iSBi__alfiB
SKE
. Nevertheless, it was obvious that
_____)_]-»___. .fiXfii-li-tl_ _ I_ ___ D_'-ni_f_ t _fff S_j__ S-^"™
s
-ctSi^* '" .iiM_if_
after
losing
core members to graduation,, this
«i»i9
Wi
i
_____8_____l
*
Srl_-^__-_S
i_irii j__ -_B1p
^ ___ ^__b__j^Bi BCTH
rebuilding. The highlight of their
group
is
still
lHBH
WMt
"MWlliM
BSwjjJj
^
__
performance was when the guys jammed on air
BffliuWfSMJJHlli^
l!^ I__t_^ Vi__i.x _!_i' - f___ ' -m
guitars, while Cristoph Nguyen '06 sang Nena's
I^^ ______ i_ i I*------5e-»-»---^^
™^™fol}
8rerafHaH^Knw iiKil BS^
"99 Luftballons."
Next were the Sirens. After two unsuccessful
W
i
_E_m
Kjfri . ^i'H'lMWW
starts,
these ladies pulled it together and looked
ga
w
jltBB
roSwMPil
BlilJIiM
___
m,!^
like
they
were really enjoying themselves while
^
j
_
_
_
>
__i
___
______
_
E
_i
_
i
_
_
_i_^x__
_
Ji
i
_
Bii
_
____i
_
___S-fi_
_t. *i _. _v_fB_ ^^r* . -1&_Pt3 ^*
fft^*^*^ tf^ JHh
™"^ _BK
SBai singing their two numbers. The songs were both
I^HHJJSKfc Hflil ^^
___l______I_^ B___tfl -_ ___l___^
s i | lively and fun.
ISjiwJiWKWnK fjf iwff^
Vm iiiii iSiTllSiiMli/t-1_____?jrLx ___!
The BlUe Lights then descended upon the
BBfegt fjrtlMLtE3fll___ff_ _rHT _ rr 1^ ^ "^J _3il_^^MEJ3iRiWiffl____l_S^_l___^^ ____!___lH_
^}__
^w_,_ff
S^
"^
stage.
This huge group of men was all about fun,
IBHSWiniTBHM m
M ^ VI^sf ^^^^^^^^ H'i
^ wmSllSvmSl^mm
with
one
member wearing a big orange jumpsuit
BffiJfijrti i
ftlf HBPm
-___3B_S__'_-ii_---3^^____
and
another
wearing some sort of kilt. Their songs
aalSill
^tSiliMW
^M
w-a
JM
H_i____i _ lff "" fflnT n _ffl^B ___L_____^__?__l___!_____t_isll _Hi!_fc_-- .
were lively and energetic, and they kept the audi¦l-VawBB|ra¥E«jB Sf ^
ence highly entertained throughout their whole
^^ m^pB^S^ H^^^ S____-__-fi_-_ __I!-8i-_fflii_^
set. Their performance featured solos from Scott
^
4_ !_____i_ l_»i___Ji-iHOT
Maggs '03 and Billy Twible '04.
l__l_ua__tj j|
^
The Blue Lights then introduced the Colby 8.
wvjj jh_i__.^^
_-S___iRfl.i!ia.__ .tYW f rtfojp ffi.
I^itTW _ ! _ hflinlf __1rm_lUS___VrSml___l__3u____
With
their fantastic harmonies, this group of men
_f r_-._ro' '___ B____ i_^
|awjraH|CTBiji B____ wjffl
demonstrated
their musical proficiency and easily
8__
J___^l__^_^15Rff__r1rlCT rflif iS^GSSfltSI1T-n__i.H _^ -ff_______ -rt___ n charmed the audience with a Beach Boys medley.
"I really loved the Colby 8's Beach Boys med_______ i_______^-°yp^^^t_ _l_tf^_i_ii_il _ _ _* _ ff. ___S_____l_i_l_J3!5!_tl-B__Hll
ley. It was a new style for them," Nadra Crawford
'05 said. The Colbyettes followed with their soft singing
style. They picked the perfect selections to bring
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Cristoph Nguyen '06 and the Megalomaniacs groovin' to "99 Luftballons."
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out their best qualities. They have a very soft, gentle arid laidback way of singing and it suited them
nicely.
Lastly came Colby 's newest a cappella group,
Ethnic Vocal Ensemble (EVE). Although these
girls have only been singing together for a few
months, they sounded well-put-together. Some of

~™m™Wr m~mMMTmTKwwTT ~Hrr"
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the singers really got into the music and lyrics
during the second song Alicia Keys' "Jane 'Doe;"
This group obviously has a promising future.
"I had a lot of fun singing in the concert with
the other groups, and there was a lot of positive
energy from the audience," EVE member Rharaka •
Gilbert '05 said.
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Mike Wiley '03, Mike Hildebrandt '04 and Adrian LaRochelle '04 goofing around for the folks. Colby Improv put on tivo xoild and
crazy shows last Saturday, Oct. 19 during Family Homecoming Weekend.
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• TllHTRBATMI. '.NT AND MANAGKMliNT

•
Fresh Eclectic Cuisine
Serving Lunch & Dinner
Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm. Brunch on Saturday. " >

POULIN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 873-3500

•••••••••••••

Jobl Culver & Tanyo Chasse
thobreadbox@alrolink.net
Also available for Catering

PlllIi p R< PouIin > 0D>

Christopher C. White , O.D.
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Getting medieval withCorliss
By DANIELLE O'STEEN
STAFFWRITER

;

H"

Shannon Corliss '03 has chosen the
road less traveled at Colby.
She is pursuing an . independent
major in medieval and Renaissance
studies, along with kn art history
major. Corliss is one of a small number
of students at Colby that have created a
major outside of the College's traditional academics.
Being an independent major gives
students the opportunity to get to
know their professors better, Corliss
said. Having the opportunity to create
her own curriculum was part of why
she came to Colby,she said.
Explaining why she. decided to
design this particular major, Corliss
said, "So much of the modern world
has roots in the medieval era."
What makes the composition of
Corliss' independent study interesting,
is that it recreates the unity and diversity of medieval and Renaissance cultures, Corliss said.
Colby has a number of professors
that specialize in this subject matter, so
finding resources was not as difficult as
it has been for other independent
majors. For her medieval and
Renaissance studies requirements,
Corliss structured a collection of subjects that fit her interests and the needs
of the major. Corliss is currently taking
art history, English and Latin classes
with the option of taking additional
philosophy and music classes.

KELLY MARTIN/ COLBY CRAFT FAIR

An eclectic mix of goods vary ing from porcelain to wool hats was made available to parents
\*ai the Colb y Craft Fair this past iveekend.
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Here s What s Play ing Friday, Oct. 25
through Thursday, Oct, 31
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rest of the world is wearing pants, it's not the
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best idea to sit around in your boxers.",
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12-pack

Sam Adams
Summer Ale

St., Waterville, ME

Unless you ar
e an aficionado of collegehumor.com,
you have probably never heard of Steve Hofsetter, but
you should have. For the past few years, I've had the
pleasure of getting his weekly humor column emailed to me. Imagine the idiosyncratic commentary
of Seinfeld without the pompous attitude and you
have Hofsetter.
His book, "Student Body Shots," is an amalgamation of his many columns, sprinkled with quite a bit of
new material. He covers all of the important topics
from orientation to graduation, illuminating the
ridiculousness of the many things college students
take for granted.
As a recent graduate of Columbia University,
Hofsetter does write about .certain topics less relevant
to Colby life, yet the majority of the book will have
Colby readers nodding their heads in recognition.
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O n IM:
" Some situations call for being more casual than
usual, and IM is def initely one of them. But
abbreviations like '4get' and 'UR' are a bit too
casual for any situation. Put it this way—if the
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FOR AS LITTLE AS 35 CENTS A DAY
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years really are the best of your life, take a gander at. "
-' ;
"Student Bod y Shots," and tell Steve I sent you.

Northeast, it snows until late March. My friend
once ma d e a snow sculpture of a tropical d rink
with a little umbrella in it. I hope God appreciated the irony."

Understand the World

JMffnili K

So, if you are interested in a book that you can pick

up, read a few pages and smirk about how these four ...

On weather :
"Spring is year-round in some places. But in the

Vttm___n MaiM-__---M-NnR^

See file World

And finally, on alcohol:
~
"In drinking games, one person wins and the
other drinks. It's the only kind of game I've ever V>
heard of that makes both sides happy."
"There are two types of girls in college: girls
who don't drink beer, and girls , who do keg •;--.
« .-'
stands."

On grades:
"A lot of professors can't add. My midterm was
worth 35% of my grade once. My final was
worth 40%, and the two papers were 10% each.
But that final 5% ot my grade made sure I came
to class and participated every single day or I
would have failed ."

I - With a Student I.D.
!

Being an independent
maj or gives students
the opportunity to get
to know their professors better.

Student Body Shots" goes down easy

New shipment of distressed beers
Most $9.99 a case
x

Corliss is looking at graduate art
history programs with a concentration
in medieval studies and is considering
a future career in teaching.
Corliss is from Castleton, Vt, and is
the captain of the indoor and outdoor
track teams. She performs in the hand
bell choir and recently won the Dana
cookie contest.

By JUSTIN STEMPECK
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DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO

Shannon Corliss '03 shar es her medieval focus.
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Qano^cticut Camels take Mules for a ride

DEVASTATOR
OF THE WEEK

By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
STAFF WRITER V

BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Aaron Stepka '05
Stepka is having a tremendous season and has
proven himself an asset to the team. He is currently ranked 2nd in NESCAC for rushing yards
and scoring. He was named Colby College
Athlete of the Week Sept. 29, NESCAC
Offensive Player of the Week Oct. 6 and
Division III Tri-National Offensive Player of the
Week Oct. 8. He attained a collegiate-high of 217
yards on 42 carries against Wesleyan University.

Strong gusts of wind and rain, did
not prevent a large group of fans from
gathering as the Colby women's soccer team took the field to challenge
the Connecticut College Camels for
one of their last New England Small
College Athletic Conference games of
the regular ' season, Oct. 19. Despite
the support/ the Carnels dorr_ihated
the game and successfully routed the
Colby women, 5-1.
Y
The Colby Women's soccer team'
(4-7) went into the game off a tough
loss to me Amherst College Lord Jeffs
(6-4), 1-3 Saturday Oct 12.
The Mules : ' came put strong
against the Lord Jeffs. Captain
Christine O'Dohhell '03 scored the
first goal, of the game only 6 minutes
into ihe first half. But the lead did not
last long. Three minutes later, the Jeffs .
tied the game, 1-1, and managed to
score again at the end of the first half.
Colby failed to put another in the net
during the second half, but the Jeffs
scored one more.
Some Colby players blamed their
poor showing on the weather.
"I don't think we could consider
the Amherst game a 'real' soccer
game because of the terrible weather
conditions/' Christina Aridaya '05
said. ' , '
"But all excuses aside, it seemed
like we were lacking intensity.
Communication on the field died out
from time to time and we just didn't
seem like we were playing true Colby
soccer," Andaya said.
Their loss to the Jeffs did not help
to raise confidence coming into the
game against the Camels.
After giving up 3 goals in the first
half of the game, the Mules tried to
catch up during the second. Captain
Christine O'Donnell '03, managed to
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score in the last 10 minutes of the half.
The Mules just could not fire any
shots on net. Goaltender Elizabeth
Riley '05 picked up 8 saves; the
Camels goaltender only made 1save.
"The Conn. College game was a
lost opportunity for us," Head Coach
Jennifer Holsten said. "We had a
great opportunity of putting ourselves in playoff contention with
three NESCAC home games in front
of us."

Singh ranked first in Maine SWieirs soccer unable
By ERICA AYOTTE ,

Singh began playing squash 11
years ago in his native India. He and
the rest of the Indian junior national
. According to the United States team represented their country at the
Association British Junior Open in 1995 and
Squash
Racquets
(U.S.S.R.A.), Rahul Singh '03 is the placed 11th in the Scottish Junior
best squash player in Maine. Singh Open that same year. Singh was the
earned the illustrious title after a shin- runner-up at the Hong Kong Open in
ing performance at the Maine 2002 1996.
Qpen Oct. 11-13 at Bowdoin College.
Singh trained in Singapore this
;¦
"Rahul Singh has been an put- past summer with his former teamstanding player for Colby the mates to ready himself for the season.
"I worked really hard to build
. past two years. He has
%
«*§P_k. clearl
dard
strength and stamina,"
set
a
great
stany
at
Colby.
All
the
Singh said. "This year I
^^^
»' am aiming to be an
p lay" ^
^
ers as well <*_*
All-American.".
^|^^^-^'
m,u> '" ~^?ia: Plffl^Wl|W
as
myself ^
"He has trained
ffiffigffl
^^^¦^
^ extensively over the
respect his outstanding
j g^
ability on tlie squash court," Coach
and
Bggk. summer,
Sahki Kahn said.
^Wk wanted to win
"Winning tlie 2002 Maine Open J
everything
^wk.
is a fantastic way to kick off our *
^SUs, in sight for
season and to bring Colby great f
^^ his senior
™
status in squash."
year," K ahn
said.
; Singh received a bye in the first
round of the tournament, and then
I
The entire men's
def eated Eric Drier in the quartersquash team is aiming
finals, 7-9, 9-8, 9-5, 10-9 and Jim
I for success this season.
McCrackem in the semi-finals,9"The team is looking
7; 1-9, 5-9, 9-2, 9-6. In the cham- f JA
good. Hopefull y we'll
pionship match, he defeated '§§&
win the CBB title, and we
N avy 's top ranked pl ayer lf if $ *
want to finish 10th in the
David Hale, 9-7, 1-9, 4-9, 9-5, vT
. country," Singh said.
___»
9-3.
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to make a comeback
By HEATHER LERSCH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby men's soccer team
played two tough conference
games Saturday, Oct. 12 and
Saturday, Oct. .19...Despite .great
efforts, they were unable to log a
second New England Small
College Athletic Conference victory.
The Mules faced off against the
Amherst Lord Jeffs Oct. 12. The
Mules hung tough through the
first 42 minutes of play before
Amherst's Josh Holt '04 fired in a
goal just minutes before halftime.
The Lord Jeffs were able to extend
their momentum with another
successful shot 5 minutes into the
second half.
The Mules looked to make a
late-game comeback when Brian
Kelly '05 scored with just under 15
minutes left in the game, but the
Jeff's returned the favor and sent
another ball into the net scoring
for the third time in the final minutes of p lay, winning the ga me, 31.
The follow ing Saturday, the
Mules faced the Connecticut

Women's tennis: Strong NEWTTT finish ends fall season
By HEATHER LERSCH

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
i. After a successful fall season,
tlie Colby Women's tennis team
competed adm irably In the N ew
England Women's Intercollegiate
Tennis Tournament (NEWITT)
Sunday, Oct. 20 at Amherst
College,
, "We were all pretty psyched
nnd prepared [for this competition]," said Colby player Brittain
P;almedo '03.
; Colby 's first doubles team ,
Palmedo and Sarah Hughes '05,
put up a great fight on the court.
After losing to Bowdoin earlier iri
tfte season, the two managed to
win 8-3 against the 4t.i-SGGc.cd
team, Colby 's also beat the 4thseeded Williams doubles team, 8; But disappointment for Colb y 's
doubles tenm followed these
rounds with n lough loss to the
liit-socdcd Amherst tonm, 8-6.
!! "Our conch wns really supportMo nnd psyched for us [during the
t0urnnmen l], because I think it' s
btym awhile since Colby hns made
it* to tlio finnls," Pnlmcdo sold.
"Wo wore nil renll y focused to do
v(;ell."
•; Colby's second doubles tenm,
Qnron Morris '03 nnd Chrifitlnn
Plu irt '05, lost 4-8 to Amherst, in
tho qunrtorflnnls, but following
tho loos, the Colby Mules pound-

The
g r ^ team
* * bonded more
as a whole. Even
though we sometimes didn't win...we
always came
close.
******

^^

— Paige Hanzlik'05
women's tennis player

cd the ball over the net tot nn 8-3
vi ctory over the doubles tenm
from Mount Holyoke,
In singles piny, Hughes won
with n score of 6-1 nnd 6-0 in the
first roun d ngninst Salve Region 's
Meg DeMichlel'04. Hughes then
lost in hor second round, ending
with scores of 1-6 and 6-7 ngninst
Williams ; Like Hughes, Pnlmcdo,

and Harris both won their first
rounds as singles p layers as well.
Overall, Colby tied for 10th
place out of 25 squnds and earned
9 points in the NEWITT standings.
In addition to these team successes, players Hughes and
Palmedo were named Colby
College Co-Athletes of the Week
for their accomplishments. Both
players ended the fail senson with
impressive records. As a doubles
team , their record was 8-5. In singles p lay, Hug hes ended with a
record of 14-10.
"This wns a very productive
season I think ," Pnige Hnnzlik '05
snid, "The tenm bonded more ns n
whole, Even though we sometimes didn't win specific matches,
we always came close/'
The fall season has shown the
team where it needs to improve
and has given it now gonls for tho
spring,'

College Camels. The Camels came
ready to play and by half-time had
already secured a 1-0 lead.
The Colby Mules challenged
the Camels about halfway
through the second-half when
Chris French, '03 netted the ball
after a pass from Kelly.
"[Even though] we thought we
were the better team," defenseman Brian Venti '05 said, "they
took advantage of opportune
chances...and got a few breaks
[during the game]."
Late in the game, Connecticut
College slammed the ball into the
net a second time, and the Camels
added an insurance goal 5 minutes later, sealing a win, 3-1.
"Though many individuals
played well, we lacked an 11-man
effort for the full 90 minutes,"
Coach Mark Serdjenian said.
"Sometimes in soccer the best
teams don't win," Venti '05 said.
"We tried and pushed forward,
but they took advantage of the
fact that we didn 't have enough
defense at the end."
The Mul es w i ll face th e
Bowdoin Polar Bears Saturday,
Oct. 26 at 1:30 p.m.
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X-COUNTRY s Women 's team, &&
force to be r eckoned
also extremely p leased , wifgT_' '" **-•¦£
Saturday's results.
Many of the NESCAC school^
have older, more seasoned -ruhfir ''
ners. This year, the men's team.,ii£ -•
not a serious contender in the^coTnt. i'
fer'ence because it lacks experience, '
but the Mules have a talented roster.
. .._ _.
"We're getting there," Cojich j
James Wescott said.
J
Back runners, Brian Hurley'03, •
Richard Downing '05, Peyton >
McElyea '05 and Co-Captain John i
Tyson '04 are "getting closer to the !
front pack," Wescott said. "Thafs* '
refreshing."
. . -j ,,.
According to Wescott, the Mul£$S,
are finally running as a team rath^c|j
than a group of individuals." The|;
Mules stick together during' the "*
races, encouraging each othei -:
through difficult sections.
";
"Next year will be an interest- ¦
ing year," Wescott said. "It'll , be •
nice to get that senior group [from .other NESCAC schools] out of the J
way. It's nice to be sitting with 1 a mu ch younger group."
Both the women and men's
cross-country teams will be running
in
the . NESCAC <
Championshi ps Sa turday Nov. 2 at ".* «
Tufts University.

Continued from Page 10
sick, Co-Captain Megan Hoar '03
was still the Mules' 6th best runner, finishing 54th overall with a
time of 24:18.
"It says a lot for her character
and her ability to pull it through,"
Aitken said. Once healthy, Hoar 's
time should be much closer to
Johnston's.
Hillary Easter '06 finished 74th
with a time of 24:55.40.
"She definitely had an off race,"
Aitken said. "I'm not really worried; she'll be right back in the
thick of things."
For the Mules to place well in
the New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
Championships, everyone will
have to remain strong. This
Conference boasts many talented
runners, and for Colby to even
have a chance at placing in the top
five every runner needs to be in
top form.
"We've got plenty of challenges
ahead of us," Aitken said. "We've
got some work ahead of us, but
a nyth i ng ca n h a ppen , the carrot is
still dangling out there."
Finishing 5th out of 27 teams,
the men's cross-country team was

Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,so get with the program! It works?:

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.coiri -v
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The Mules , will have their.' two w
final home games Oct. 24 at 3"p.m.
^
against New England College, and .
another Oct. 26 at 11a.m. against the . .
Bowdoin College Polar Bearis. . . .
"We are looking to prepare to beat Z
Bowdoin this weekend," O'Donnell Z
said: The season is winding .down-C
and we want to make the most of
what we have left. We want to .endTtt
the season holding our heads high." i .<j

"At times we seemed listless and
lacking communication on the field,"
Holsten said.
"Conn, really took advantage of
our lack of organization. We really
need to put our heads down and
think about things. We have the talent, it is just a matter of being mentally prepared," Holsten said.
"We just had too many mental
lapses and didn't make quick enough
decisions/' Riley said.
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48 Main St.
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Lauren Gremelspacher '03 struggles with Connecticut College offense on Oct. 19.
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!*; The Colby football team blasted
the Hamilton College Continentals,
29-7;in front of an excited Family
'Homecoming Weekend crowd.
. .v- The team seemed confident
¦before the game and was not going
Ito let the distraction of homecoming
laJfect their performance. It would
_iave been easy for the Mules to have

gg
Y f^ The team executed the
;£:
i ggame plan and wh at
;.we worked on in
practice bette r than

|any other game this
vseason.

&y¦ :

-5 z
. -> :

85

— Tom Austin
Coach

looked past Hamilton to this week's
game, against CBB rival Bates considering that Hamilton's record is 0"
_5:
u.
.*» ."'You can't overlook any team in
this league. It is very balanced,"
Coach Tom Austin said.
ii The Mules grabbed the lead early
and . never looked back . Don
Williams '03 caught a 6-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Pat
Conley '03 to put Colby up 7-0 going
into the second quarter.

Don Williams '03 brings the ball down into the end zone f o r a touchdown.
On the ensuing kickoff, Colby
recovered a surprise onside kick and
drove the field for another score.
Colby widened their lead when
Conley found Jason Cunnane '03 for
a 5-yard touchdown reception.
Colby then faked a conventional

extra-point kick when Conley ran
for a two-point conversion giving
Colby a 15-0 lead.
Colby's lead increased to 22-0 in
the second quarter on a 2-yard run
by Aaron Stepka '05. Hamilton got
their only points of the game in the
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final minute of the first half, cutting
Colby 's lead to 22-7. .
Conley converted the only score
of the second half on a 7-yard touchdown run and Colby held on for the
29-7 victory.
For his 3-touchdown perfor-

mance, Conley received New
England Small College Athletic
Conference Offensive Player of the
Week honors. 'Conley was 13 for 23
for 165 yards and 3 touchdowns.
Stepka had another excellent game
rushing 29 times for 170 yards.
Captain Mike Moran '03 led the
defense with 11 tackles and Alex
Burgess '03 added an interception.
The Mules' only concern was the
116 negative yards on 14 penalties
that Austin attributed to a lack of
concentration. However, Austin
said "the team executed the game
plan and what we worked on in
practice better than any other game
this season."
This week, Colby will try to even
their record and complete the first
leg of their third straight CBB title
when they will travel to Lewiston to
take on 0-5 Bates College Oct. 26 at 1
p.m. The Mules have not lost to the
Bobcats since 1999.
Based on their records, Colby is
the clear favorite, but "Bates is
always tough at home/' Austin said.
Austin should have more flexibility on offense this week with the
possible return of quarterback B.L.
Lippert '04 who has been out with a
first-degree shoulder separation
since the Oct. .5 game against
Wesleyan University.'

Cross-country :2
runners close in
on competition ¦
By SUZANNE SKINNER

'

MANAGING EDITOR

Y.V

Both the Colby women and men'si
cross-country teams blasted through'
the pack at the James Earley
'"' *".
Invitational Saturday Oct. 19.
The women's team has done far
better than their male counterparts,
this year. One of the reasons the.
men's team did so well at the!
Invitational is the top NESCAC.
schools opted not to run.
The women's cross-country team
had a phenomenal race and finished
4th out of 26 teams.
"It was a real confidence- ;
builder," Coach Debra Aitken said: A
"We have the potential to move
everybod y up."
Colby 's top runner, Karina
Johnston '04, finished 13th with a
time of 22:57.20. Mary Phelps '04 and
Christina Sisson '04 were right
behind, finishing 16th and 17th. '" ;
According to Aitken, the Mulenow need to close the gap between
the'top three runners and the rest d_
the team. She is confident this is post !
sible. Although she was feeling sicK^!
Co-Captain Megan Hoar'03 was still'
Continued on Page 9
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lloSSeyfoaSS seeded second Field hockey ends losing streak
m WESCAC Championship
By ERICA AYOTTE

X'V

SPORTSED ITOR

By CLIFF WHITE
STAFF WRITER

:;; The Colby volleyball team continued their remarkable run this
[season during the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
;round robin in Wadsworth
[Gymnasium.
'"; Colby earned the 2nd seed in
'the ' upcoming
NESCAC
[Championship Tournament with
[assertive victories over powerhouse Amherst, Bowdoin and
[archrival Bates.
;£ The Mules f inished the regular
^season 18-7 and went 8-2 in
[NESCAC play to earn the 2nd
seed. Colby has never been ranked
[hi gher going into the tournament,
nor have they ever won it.
;« The Mules started the weekend
by trouncing Bowdoin 30-23, 30-

!•». Y

10, 30-20. Kimberly Prescott '04 '04, Cait Cleaver '06, Johanna
led 'the way by breaking the school Schroeder '04 and captain Alyssa
record with 11 service aces. She Henley '04 all made big contribuwasn't
done
tions.
breaking records,
"There was a
1*
MM ne team h ad great
though. Against
team
great team
Prescott
Bates,
effort arid the
broke the 2000
fan support was
focus on the defenassist barrier for
amazing, "
her college career s iv e end and that
Coach Candice
as Colb y rolled
Parent
said.
over the Bobcats, allowed us to run a
"We were able
30-26, 30-25, 30to feed off of
v ery fluid
20.
our fans in the
The win was offense.
second
game
E|ffl
especially sweet,
and come back
.—Candice Parent to win 30-25.
as Bates has given
Colby stiff compeCoach This allowed us
tition
recentl y,
to roll into the
including handing the Mules a third game with a great deal of
toug h str ai ght-set home loss earli- confidence and get the win."
er in the season.
Next u p for the Mules was
Team mainstays Abbey Stella Amherst , ranked 5th in .New
Eng land and tied for 1st place in
the NESCAC. Colb y, bolstered b y
their earlier performances, cam e
out strong an d won , 30-28, 30-21,
21-30, 30-27.
"The team had great team focus
on the defensive end and thai
allowed us to run a very fluid
offense ," Parent said. "Captain
Laurel Burnh a m '03 and Jennife r
Ra d cliffe '06 did a p henom enal job
servo-receive passing throughout
the match, which was the key to
our successful offense."
After winning the firs t three
matches , Colb y had a chance to
secure the num ber-one seed in the
upcom ing post season tournament
with a match against unh eralded
Tufts, but nil hopes faded when
Colby came out flat and lost 17-30,
25-30, 17-30.
"We woro on nn emotional high
nftor our tw o big wins ngninst
Bn les nnd Amherst nnd wo just
seemed to relax? for this match,"
Parent said, "Nothing seemed to
go our way. We ended up 8-2 in
tho conference with our losses
being t p Trinity [ranked 8th] nnd
Tufts [ranked 6th], Wo kn ow that
wo can piny with any team in our
conference nnd nny tenm in Now
J2nglnnd for that matter, Our kids
nro playing with much more confidence now."
Colby will open the clmmpionbhlp tournament ngnhiBt 7th
Hooded Middlebury nt Smith
College nnd Mt, Hol yoko College
In North Hampton , Mass , Oct , 25
, HHAR SUYMOUK/TIIK COU»y RCI-IO
and 26.

ijpiinlfor Uadcllffe '06 leaps to slain the hull ,
¦IS :- '

After a four-game losing streak,
the Colby field hockey team, (7-4)
managed to defeat the Connecticut
College Camels (1-10) Saturday, Oct.
19, 2-0 and the University of
Southern Maine Oct.16, 2-1.
Prior to the two wins, the team
was scoreless in four straight games
against
Middlebury
College,
Wesleyan University, Williams
College .and Amherst College.
"We passed a lot in the circle
instead of shooting on goal. On our
free hits, we were hoping our teammates would get to the ball instead of
passing to them," goaltender
Caroline Morin '03 said.
Against the Camels, Colby decided to play a s a ggress ively a s th ey had
when tliey won their first five games
earlier in the season. They changed
their 3-3-3-1 system into a triangular

system that gave the players more
room to maneuver. In this new system, one forward always remains in
the opposing teams' defensive zones.
The Mules also worked on cutting
and screening the defense and creating lanes during free hits.
"We were a lot more aggressive
[against Connecticut College].We ran
onto the ball instead of waiting for it
to come to us," Morin said.
On a give-and-go pass from forward Adrienne LeClair '05, Wendy
Bonner '05 scored the first goal of the
game.
The second goal was scored after
the half. Bonner hit the ball, On a
penalty corner out to Captain
Lynd say Peters '03, who stopped it
for Captain Jennifer Brenneman '03.
Bonn er th en tipp ed in Br enneman 's
hard drive toward the net. This
quick-shot goal proved to be more
effective than the Mules' pr eviou s
offensive corners which were charac-

terized by many passes and few shots
'•* ;*
on net.
Colby out-shot the Camels 8-6.,
They also avoided the many defensive corners that had plagued the
team in earlier games. Bonner also
scored both goals against USM. ;.
The Mules are currently tied for
6th place in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference with
Tufts University. Only the top seven
teams are eligible for post-season
play.
The Mules will face Bowdoin
College Oct. 26. Tine Polar Bears are
currently ranked 1st in NESCAC.
"Bowdoin lost to USM, and we
beat USM, so I have no doubt that we
can beat Bowdoin if we focus on our
confidence/ " Bonner said. "Skill-wise
wh en we play our top game, we can
beat the best teams in NESCAC. If wc
can be just as much as a threat toBowdoin as they are to us, then we'll
be successful."

Whitmore and Mitchell inducted
into New England Hall of Fame
By ERICA AYOTTE

SPORTS EDITOR

Men 's basketball Coach Richard
Whitmore nnd Assistant Coach John
Mitchell were inducted into the newly
forme d New Eng lan d Basketball Hall
of Fame Friday, Oct. 4 at the University
of Rhode Island, ,

WWW,COU )Y.l.D_.

Richard Wittmore

Whilmore has coached the Mules
for 32 years and has had 26 winning
sea sons, with an overall record of 525236 nnd a ,69 winning percentage. He
was named Maine College Coach of
the Year six different times and was
inducted into the Maine Sports Hall of
Fame in 1998.
"It wns a great honor to be selected
in the inaugural class of the NEBHF,
[It] will bo a won derful place for other
Colb y men and women players to be
honored in the coming yenrs,"
Whilmore snid,
Mitchell hns b een part of Colby 's
bnskctbnll progra m for 38 years. He
was selected by the hnll of fame for
being n member of Waterville High
1944 New England
School's
Championship team,
. Only Now England conches , players , teams, administrators, referees ,
organizations or contributors who
hnve distinguished themselves nt the
high school, preparatory or colleglntc

Rahul Singh '03 named
number one squash
player In Maine.

Colby women's soccer battles Connecticut College,
but comes up short.

See Page 9

See Page 9

J ohn Mitchell
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level nro eligible for nomination into
this hnll of fnme,
Dan Doyle, founder nnd executive
director , said to the Providence Journa1{
"We did not choose to hnve professional players involved, Players hnd to
hnvo New England roots as an amateur like Bob Cousy nt Holy Cross, WcB
wanted Ihis to bo n grass roots hnll." 1

